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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ, Department) has authority to seize
property associated with violations of federal law and then assume title to that
property through a process known as asset forfeiture. The Department views asset
forfeiture as an important means of removing the proceeds of crime used to
perpetuate and incentivize criminal activity and uses forfeited funds to both
compensate victims of associated crimes and to fund certain Department and state
and local law enforcement activities. 1 Over the past 10 years, forfeitures through
the Department’s Asset Forfeiture Program have grown to over $28 billion. The
annual total value of forfeited assets has fluctuated during this time, in part
because in certain years the Department has reached large financial settlements
resulting in forfeiture.
While the Department views asset forfeiture as an important law
enforcement tool, concerns have been raised about its use. Advocates of asset
forfeiture reform, including Members of Congress and public interest groups, have
expressed concerns that the ability to use forfeiture revenues to fund law
enforcement activities may incentivize the Department and state and local law
enforcement to use asset seizure and forfeiture beyond the purpose of deterring
and punishing criminal conduct and in a manner that creates risks to civil liberties.
This concern is heightened because Department law enforcement officers have the
authority to seize and forfeit cash or property without independent judicial
oversight and without charging the owner or possessor of the cash or property with
a crime. Advocates of reform also have argued that the Department’s historical,
but now largely proscribed practice of “adopting” state seizures for federal forfeiture
inappropriately allows state and local law enforcement to circumvent their own
state laws so that they can obtain a greater share of forfeiture proceeds than they
would receive otherwise.
Previous Reviews Related to Asset Seizure
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has conducted numerous reviews,
audits, and investigations pertaining to the Department’s asset seizure and
forfeiture activities. For example, in our report on the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s (DEA) Use of Cold Consent Encounters at Mass Transportation
Facilities, we found that the DEA needed to better train its task forces and collect
1

The Criminal Division’s response to the formal draft of our report (attached as Appendix 4)
suggests that the OIG does not fully appreciate the importance of asset seizure and forfeiture in
addressing our nation’s crime and illegal drug problems. To the contrary, we have long recognized
that a well-run asset seizure program can be an important law enforcement tool, and this report takes
no issue with the Department’s view in this regard. Still, we believe the Criminal Division’s comments
indicate that it has missed a key point — that regardless of the importance of the law enforcement
tool, it must be used appropriately, with effective oversight, and in a way that does not place undue
risks on civil liberties.
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and analyze more data to ensure that its law enforcement encounters and searches
are conducted in an unbiased and effective manner. 2 A separate OIG investigation
found that a task force led by Florida’s Village of Bal Harbour Police Department
(BHPD) conducted investigative money laundering operations in which the task
force laundered over $56 million. Based on intelligence collected from the money
laundering operations, other federal law enforcement agencies conducted additional
investigative work which, according to the task force, resulted in the arrest of
84 individuals and the seizure of approximately $49 million. The OIG found that
the BHPD received over $6 million in revenue derived, in part, from equitable
sharing payments related to these seizures. However, according to a task force
official, the task force did not file a single criminal indictment related to its money
laundering investigative operations. Such outcomes can raise questions about
whether seizures are intended to serve legitimate law enforcement interests or to
bolster law enforcement budgets.
The OIG initiated the current review to evaluate the Department’s oversight
of cash seizure and forfeiture activities. We focus primarily on the activities of the
DEA because it was responsible for 80 percent of the Department’s cash seizures
from fiscal years 2007 to 2016. Of those DEA seizures that resulted in forfeiture,
81 percent were forfeited administratively. These forfeitures totaled approximately
$3.2 billion during this 10-year period.
Results in Brief
The current review identified specific weaknesses in the Department’s
oversight of asset seizure and forfeiture activities. We believe that effective
oversight by the Department of these activities is essential to assure the public that
these authorities are being used appropriately.
We found that the Department and its investigative components do not use
aggregate data to evaluate fully and oversee their seizure operations, or to determine
whether seizures benefit criminal investigations or the extent to which they may pose
potential risks to civil liberties. The Department and its components can determine
how often seizure and forfeiture advance or relate to criminal investigations only
through a manual, case-by-case review of component case management systems.
Although the Department can aggregate data that can be used to identify associated
risk factors and the outcomes of seizure activity, such as instances in which a portion
or all of a seizure was returned to the owner as the result of a successful challenge,
the Department’s investigative components do not actively use this type of aggregate
data to evaluate and oversee seizure operations. We do not doubt the financial and
deterrent effect seizures can have on criminal organizations and that intelligence
collected during seizure operations can assist investigations. However, without
evaluating data more systemically, it is impossible for the Department to determine
(1) whether seizures benefit law enforcement efforts, such as advancing criminal
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investigations and deterring future criminal activity, or (2) the extent to which seizures
may present potential risks to civil liberties.
In the absence of data and seizure-specific metrics that would have allowed
the OIG to assess how seizures and forfeitures related to criminal investigations, we
reviewed a judgmental sample of 100 DEA cash seizures. In addition to providing
the opportunity to assess some seizures that are particularly susceptible to civil
liberties concerns, this sample allowed us to better understand an important subset
of the Department’s seizure activity and also allowed us to identify additional
potential risk factors that can help the Department better understand and oversee
its seizure activity. We selected these 100 cash seizures based on the presence of
characteristics that we believe made them particularly susceptible to civil liberties
concerns. In that regard, we selected cash seizures that, according to Department
data, appeared to have occurred without a court-issued warrant and without the
presence of narcotics, the latter of which would provide strong evidence of related
criminal behavior. Our analysis of these seizures and their related outcomes
revealed three important areas for the Department’s consideration.
First, we found that 85 of the 100 seizures occurred as a result of interdiction
operations at transportation facilities, such as airports, parcel distribution centers,
train stations, and bus terminals, or as a result of a highway interdiction or traffic
stop. All but 6 of the 85 encounters or situations that led to interdiction seizures
were initiated on the observations and immediate judgment of DEA agents and task
force officers absent any preexisting intelligence of a specific drug crime (the
remaining six were based on preexisting intelligence). This is particularly relevant
in light of the findings in our 2015 report highlighting potential risks to civil liberties
associated with cold consent encounters that occur during transportation
interdiction operations. 3
Second, the DEA could verify that only 44 of the 100 seizures, and only 29 of
the 85 interdiction seizures, had (1) advanced or been related to ongoing
investigations, (2) resulted in the initiation of new investigations, (3) led to arrests,
or (4) led to prosecutions. When seizure and administrative forfeitures do not
ultimately advance an investigation or prosecution, law enforcement creates the
appearance, and risks the reality, that it is more interested in seizing and forfeiting
cash than advancing an investigation or prosecution.
Third, our review revealed an area in which policy and training were
inadequate for ensuring consistency in seizure operations. If seizure operations are
not conducted consistently, this may foster a public perception that law
enforcement officers are using their seizure authority in an arbitrary manner.
We also found that the Department’s investigative components do not
require their state and local task force officers to receive training on federal asset
seizure and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies prior to conducting
federal seizures. As a result, state and local task force officers, who wield the same
3
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authorities to make seizures as the Department’s Special Agents, may not have
received training on these topics beyond what is included in their respective law
enforcement academy curriculum.
In January 2015, Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., issued an order that
eliminated most opportunities for state and local law enforcement to use adoptive
seizure to avail themselves of federal forfeiture and related equitable sharing
proceeds. Our analysis determined that the elimination of most adoptions
contributed to a reduction in the annual number of DEA cash seizures by over half
and the annual value of DEA cash seizures by more than a third. However, the
Attorney General’s Order and related guidance do not preclude the federal forfeiture
of property seized through joint task forces or as a result of federal/state
investigations. This may be of particular concern because, as demonstrated in this
report, seizures derived from joint interdiction operations may not always advance
a federal criminal investigation or lead to a prosecution.
Based on our analysis, we also determined that the limitation on adoptions
resulting from the Attorney General’s Order has financially affected state and local
law enforcement, especially in at least two states where law enforcement frequently
had used federal adoption in the past because laws in those two states placed
limitations on state forfeiture. Prior to the issuance of the Attorney General’s
Order, law enforcement in these two states had received significant revenues from
adoption. Department, DEA, and state and local law enforcement officials in these
states told us that, consistent with congressional intent, they believe these funds do
foster cooperation among all levels of law enforcement by enabling them to
contribute personnel to federally led task forces and joint investigations. To the
extent that these funds do in fact foster cooperation, we believe it is important for
the Department to monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s Order and take
steps to ensure that it does not negatively impact law enforcement cooperation.
Recommendations
Federal seizures and forfeitures should advance federal criminal
investigations, be consistent with civil liberties, and facilitate cooperation among
law enforcement. In this report, we make four recommendations to help the
Department develop policy and practices to appropriately direct and oversee its
asset seizure and forfeiture activities to achieve these goals.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ, Department) has authority to seize
property associated with violations of federal law, and then assume title to that
property through a process known as asset forfeiture. The Department views asset
forfeiture as an important means of dismantling criminal organizations and
removing the proceeds of crime used to perpetuate criminal activity. 4 The
Department uses forfeiture proceeds to compensate victims of the associated
crimes and to fund other DOJ asset seizure and forfeiture activities. 5 Through the
Equitable Sharing Program, the Department has distributed substantial forfeiture
proceeds to state and local law enforcement partners to encourage and support
their cooperation. According to the Department, it has returned more than
$4 billion in forfeited funds to crime victims since fiscal year (FY) 2000 and has
provided over $6 billion to state and local law enforcement through equitable
sharing during the same period. 6
Civil Liberties Concerns regarding Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Activities
Members of Congress, public interest groups, and various commentators
have raised concerns about the potential risks to civil liberties that are posed by
certain aspects of the Department’s law enforcement seizure and forfeiture
activities. Specifically, these groups have expressed concern that asset forfeiture
authorities allow law enforcement officers to seize and forfeit cash or property
without independent judicial oversight and without charging the owner or possessor
of the cash or property with a crime. Further, there are concerns that the
Department’s Equitable Sharing Program may improperly incentivize state and local
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The Criminal Division’s response to the formal draft of our report (attached as Appendix 4)
suggests that the OIG does not fully appreciate the importance of asset seizure and forfeiture in
addressing our nation’s crime and illegal drug problems. To the contrary, and as detailed in our
analysis of the Criminal Division’s response (attached as Appendix 5), we have long recognized that a
well-run asset seizure program can be an important law enforcement tool, and this report takes no
issue with the Department’s view in that regard. Still, we believe that the Criminal Division’s
comments indicate that it has missed a key point — that regardless of the importance of the law
enforcement tool, it must be used appropriately, with effective oversight, and in a way that does not
place undue risks on civil liberties.
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The Department also uses forfeiture proceeds to support Joint Law Enforcement Operations,
a program the Department uses to pay for officer overtime and equipment needs.
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For example, the Department will use forfeited assets associated with Bernard Madoff’s
crimes to compensate his victims. The Department anticipates making additional payments of
$4 billion in this matter, bringing the total amount of victim compensation to over $8 billion by the
close of the Madoff compensation process. The Department also deposits the proceeds of forfeiture in
the Assets Forfeiture Fund, which is used to cover the costs associated with accomplishing the legal
forfeiture of property and payments to law enforcement partners.
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law enforcement seizures by providing access to a greater share of forfeiture
proceeds than may be available under state law. 7
The DOJ Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has conducted several
reviews, audits, and investigations related to the Department’s asset seizure and
forfeiture activities. Through this body of work, we have discussed:
•

seizure-centric law enforcement operations that may be prone to racial profiling,

•

instances in which a lack of data collection impeded the ability of law
enforcement to ensure that such activities were conducted in an unbiased
and effective manner,

•

instances in which additional training was needed to ensure that law
enforcement officers conduct seizure operations appropriately, and

•

instances in which a task force appeared to be conducting seizures without
pursuing criminal investigations.

In January 2015, the OIG issued a report on the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s (DEA) use of cold consent encounters at mass transportation
facilities. The OIG initiated that review after receiving complaints from two AfricanAmerican women who claimed that they were inappropriately racially profiled
during separate DEA-initiated cold consent encounters at an airport.8 Although
neither complaint was substantiated, the Department has noted that consent
encounters can be susceptible to racial profiling. This is because cold consent
encounters can occur in one of two ways: (1) when an agent approaches an
individual based on no particular behavior by the individual or (2) when an agent
approaches an individual based on the officer’s perception that the person is
exhibiting characteristics indicative of a drug crime without any independent
predicating information.
Because of the potential sensitivity of these types of encounters that often lead
to searches and seizures, effective oversight by management is necessary to ensure
that these encounters are conducted appropriately. However, we found that the DEA
had not collected sufficient data on cold consent encounters to assess whether they
are conducted in an unbiased or effective manner. Further, we found that the DEA
7

For example, U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary, The Need to Reform Asset Forfeiture,
114th Cong., 1st sess., April 15, 2015. The Institute for Justice, a public interest group, also
expressed concerns about the use of seizures and administrative forfeiture that occur without court
involvement, as well as equitable sharing, in its report Policing for Profit: The Abuse of Civil Asset
Forfeiture, 1st ed. (March 2010) and 2nd ed. (November 2015). Many news organizations have
published articles on these topics, including “Stop and Seize,” Washington Post, September 6, 2014;
“Efforts to Curb Asset Seizures by Law Enforcement Hit Headwinds,” Wall Street Journal, June 4,
2015; “Government Shouldn’t Seize Assets without Greater Proof of Crime,” Chicago Sun-Times,
April 20, 2016; and “DEA Regularly Mines Americans’ Travel Records to Seize Millions in Cash,” USA
Today, August 11, 2016.
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had not ensured that training and operational requirements were clearly established
and communicated to the interdiction task force members who conduct these
encounters or that all group members had attended the DEA’s interdiction training.9
In or around 2012, the OIG investigated concerns about the forfeiture
activities of a money laundering task force led by Florida’s Village of Bal Harbour
Police Department (BHPD). The investigation, initiated based on information
received from the Department’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section
(MLARS), found that the money laundering task force had conducted operations
that were purportedly designed to build cases against members of drug cartels and
criminal organizations that attempted to launder drug proceeds through undercover
task force officers. During the investigation, witnesses told the OIG that between
2008 and 2011 the task force had conducted 227 cash pickups in which it laundered
over $56 million. Based on intelligence collected from the cash pickups, other
federal law enforcement agencies had conducted surveillance operations and
investigations, which, according to the task force, resulted in the arrest of
84 individuals and the seizure of approximately $49 million. Following the seizure,
the task force submitted an equitable sharing claim against subsequent seizures.
Consequently, the OIG found that the BHPD received over $6 million in equitable
sharing funds in FYs 2010 and 2011, a significant increase from the years prior to
the formation of the task force. The OIG did not determine the extent to which
other federal investigations resulted in federal prosecutions, but we found that no
BHPD-led task force cases were presented to or prosecuted by the Florida State
Attorney’s Office and that the BHPD did not maintain files or documentation related
to the individuals arrested. 10
Methods of Seizure
There are two primary methods by which federal law enforcement officers
may legally seize assets: (1) an officer may request a seizure warrant from a
federal judge if, prior to a seizure, the officer can establish that there is probable
cause that an asset is subject to forfeiture or (2) an officer may seize assets
pursuant to a lawful arrest or search, or when another exception to the Fourth
Amendment warrant requirement applies and there is probable cause to believe
that the property is subject to forfeiture. 11 An interdiction operation at a mass
9

The DEA told us that these types of encounters and searches are used primarily by DEA
interdiction task force groups that interdict drug-related cash proceeds carried through transportation
facilities by cash couriers. Interdiction task force groups are teams of DEA Special Agents and
deputized state and local law enforcement officers.
10

DOJ OIG, Village of Bal Harbour Police Department, Bal Harbour, Florida, Case No. 2012
005018 (September 2012). The OIG investigation was initiated based upon information received from
the DOJ’s MLARS that the BHPD had failed to provide adequate documentation to ensure compliance
with DOJ policy and to determine whether funds had been obligated in regard to impermissible
expenditures. The MLARS also requested that the OIG determine the nature of the BHPD-led task
force. Due in part to the OIG investigation, the Department removed the BHPD from the equitable
sharing program and the BHPD returned over $1.2 million equitable sharing funds to the Department.
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The FBI’s Forfeiture Corporate Policy Directive and Policy Implementation Guide (2012)
states that “some courts have defined probable cause ‘as a reasonable ground for belief of guilt,
supported by less than prima facie proof but more than mere suspicion.’” See United States v.
(Cont’d)
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transportation facility is one example of a law enforcement operation in which
federal agents, working in conjunction with state and local task force officers, may
initiate an encounter with an individual without a warrant or without prior
knowledge of a specific drug crime. 12 During an encounter, the officer may either
receive consent from an individual or determine that there is probable cause to
search the individual and his or her personal effects without consent based on
observations and/or questioning the individual. If, as a result of the questioning,
search, or other investigatory action, the officer establishes probable cause that
property has been used in the commission of a crime, the officer may seize the
property. State and local law enforcement officers also perform highway
interdictions, during which they obtain consent or establish probable cause to
search vehicles after making traffic stops based on observed traffic infractions.
Although DOJ agents do not typically perform highway interdiction operations, they
sometimes provide investigative support to such operations when state and local
officers identify criminal activity that justifies federal involvement.
Federal law enforcement officers may make probable cause seizures as a
result of a federal investigation or through federal involvement in a joint
investigation. Joint investigations are investigations in which federal law
enforcement officers work with state and local law enforcement agencies, other
federal agencies, or foreign countries to enforce federal laws. Seizures may
originate from a joint federal, state, or local task force investigation or from state or
local investigations that become state or federal cases.
According to Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF); DEA;
and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) asset forfeiture policies, following a
seizure, the federal agent or task force officer who made the seizure must complete
an investigative report explaining the circumstances and probable cause that led to
the seizure. 13 These policies explain that the agent’s supervisor or an agency legal
advisor must then review and approve the report to ensure that there was sufficient
probable cause to warrant federal forfeiture. 14 Investigative agencies also use the
investigative report for reference purposes to record the names of all persons from
whom cash was seized or who they believe to be related to the crime underlying the
seizure. For example, DEA personnel enter the names identified in an investigative
report into the DEA’s Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Information System (NADDIS) so
$64,000 in U.S. Currency, 722 F.2d 239, 244 (5th Cir. 1984) (quoting United States v. One 1978
Chevrolet Impala, 614 F.2d 983, 984 (5th Cir. 1980)).
12
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ATF, Review of Probable Cause Statements Standard Operating Procedures (2014); DEA
Agents Manual (2015); and FBI, Forfeiture Corporate Policy Directive and Policy Implementation Guide
(2012).
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When determining whether to make a seizure, DOJ law enforcement officers and task force
officers must also consider DOJ policies. For example, DOJ policies provide that, unless there is an
overriding law enforcement interest, the minimum amount of a cash seizure must be at least $5,000
unless the person from whom the cash was seized either was or is being prosecuted by state or
federal authorities for criminal activities related to the property. In the latter case, the policy provides
that the amount should be at least $1,000.
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that other DEA agents and law enforcement officers can use this information to
identify links between past, present, and potential future investigations.
Federal Adoptive Seizure
Federal law permits law enforcement components to “adopt” seizures made
under state law, as long as the conduct giving rise to the seizure is also a violation
of a federal law that provided for forfeiture. 15 On January 16, 2015, Attorney
General Eric H. Holder, Jr., issued an Order entitled Prohibition on Certain Federal
Adoptions of Seizures by State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies (the Attorney
General’s Order). 16 This Order ended most federal adoptions of assets such as
vehicles, valuables, and cash seized by state or local law enforcement under state
law. The Attorney General’s Order stipulated that only property that directly relates
to public safety (firearms, ammunition, explosives, and property associated with
child pornography) remained eligible for federal adoption, though the Order
provided that it did not apply to property seized through joint task forces or as a
result of federal/state investigations or activities coordinated with federal
authorities as part of ongoing federal investigations. 17 Shortly after the Attorney
General’s Order, on February 10, 2015, the Department issued Policy
Directive 15-2, which required that an Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA)
determine whether there is sufficient federal involvement for a seizure made by
state and local law enforcement to be eligible for federal forfeiture under the
provision of the Attorney General’s Order that allows seizures resulting from joint
task forces and investigations. 18
According to the Department, in the 1980s, when adoption policies initially
were implemented, few states had forfeiture statutes similar to the federal asset
forfeiture laws. Consequently, when state and local law enforcement agencies
seized criminal proceeds and property used to commit crimes, they often lacked the
legal authority to forfeit the seized items. Adoption allowed state and local law
enforcement to turn over seized assets to the federal government instead of
returning those assets to criminals. In a press release accompanying the Attorney
General’s Order in 2015, the Department explained that it regularly reviews its
asset forfeiture policies and had determined that most federal adoptions were less
necessary because all states now have civil or criminal forfeiture laws.

15

18 U.S.C. 981(b)(2)(C). If a DOJ component declines to adopt a seizure made by a state or
local law enforcement agency, a U.S. Attorney may request permission, from the Department’s MLARS,
to directly adopt the seizure for federal forfeiture. If the MLARS approves the request, the U.S. Marshals
Service (USMS) will take custody of the asset in support of a related judicial forfeiture action.
16
U.S. Attorney General Order, Prohibition on Certain Federal Adoptions of Seizures by State
and Local Law Enforcement Agencies, January 16, 2015 (see Appendix 2).
17
According to the Attorney General’s Order, seizures of property that do not fall within the
public safety provision can still be adopted with the approval of the Assistant Attorney General for the
Criminal Division.
18

DOJ Policy Directive 15-2, Additional Guidance on the Attorney General’s January 16, 2015,
Order on Adoptions, February 10, 2015 (see Appendix 3).
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Department officials from the Office of the Deputy Attorney General and the
MLARS explained to us that the Attorney General’s Order was designed, in part, to
limit federal involvement in state and local seizures that previously had resulted in
federal forfeiture. The officials explained that the Department had very little
oversight of seizures made independently by state and local law enforcement and
that many of these seizures may not have justified federal forfeiture because they
did not help to advance federal investigations. They added that in some instances
state and local law enforcement agencies had used adoption to obtain a greater
percentage of forfeiture revenue through federal equitable sharing (discussed
below) than was available through state forfeiture laws.
Before the Attorney General’s Order, from FY 2007 through FY 2014, ATF,
the DEA, and the FBI adopted approximately 32,000 seizures, according to an OIG
analysis of data from the Department’s Consolidated Asset Tracking System
(CATS). As shown in Figure 1, the prohibition on adoptive seizure most
significantly affects the DEA because, from FY 2007 through FY 2014, the DEA
accounted for 88 percent of the total number of ATF, DEA, and FBI adoptive
seizures, amounting to $742 million of the $880 million total. 19
Figure 1
ATF, DEA, and FBI Adoptive Seizures, FY 2007 – FY 2014
FBI
1,742
(5%)

ATF
2,179
(7%)

DEA
27,866
(88%)

Total Number of Adoptive Seizures: 31,787
Source: CATS

Types of Forfeiture
Title to seized assets may be transferred to the federal government through
three types of forfeiture: (1) criminal, (2) civil, or (3) administrative. Criminal
19

The adoptive seizures that we detail above and throughout this report do not include
firearms and ammunition. This is because the Attorney General’s Order does not apply to the
adoption of these asset types.
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forfeiture occurs after an individual has been found guilty of an underlying criminal
offense. Civil and administrative forfeiture do not require the owner to be arrested
or convicted of a crime, but they do require that the government demonstrate, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the seized property was connected to a crime.
Assets may be forfeited through either civil or criminal proceedings only if a court
or jury determines that the seized asset constituted proceeds or instrumentalities of
a crime. By contrast, administrative forfeiture requires only an agency finding, as
opposed to a court finding, that the seized asset constituted proceeds or
instrumentalities of a crime. All administrative forfeiture proceedings may,
however, be terminated in favor of a civil forfeiture proceeding involving a court
determination, if requested by the property owner.
The Department’s Asset Forfeiture Policy Manual and the U.S. Attorneys’
Manual provide that administrative forfeiture must be used in all but specified
situations. 20 Assets such as cash, vehicles, and other personal property valued at
$500,000 or less may be administratively forfeited. 21 According to the MLARS,
administrative forfeiture may be the only avenue available for forfeiture when a
criminal case is not possible, such as in instances when property is in the
possession of a third party or is linked to an unavailable criminal defendant, such as
a fugitive or a deceased person. Further, the MLARS asserts that many
administratively forfeited assets are seized pursuant to court-issued seizure
warrants or are linked to ongoing criminal investigations. 22
According to an OIG analysis of data from CATS, between FY 2007 and
FY 2016, ATF, the DEA, and the FBI forfeited 77 percent of the number and
23 percent of the value of all assets through the administrative process. The large
disparity between the proportional number of administratively forfeited assets
compared to the proportional value of administratively forfeited assets is due to a
small number of large financial settlements resulting in civil forfeiture. For
example, in FY 2012, ATF, the DEA, and the FBI administratively forfeited
approximately 27,500 assets, with a total value of $551 million. In the same year,
the Department civilly forfeited one asset worth $7.2 billion related to the crimes of
Bernard Madoff.
Equitable Sharing of Forfeiture Revenues
In 1984, to encourage cooperation among all levels of law enforcement,
Congress authorized the Attorney General to transfer federally forfeited property to
state and local law enforcement agencies and required that the value of a transfer
bear “a reasonable relationship to the degree of direct participation of the state or

20

DOJ MLARS, Asset Forfeiture Policy Manual (2016), Ch. 2, and DOJ Offices of the U.S.
Attorneys, U.S. Attorneys’ Manual (2016), Ch. 9.
21

Real property and personal property valued over $500,000 must be civilly or criminally forfeited.
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As we detail in the Results of the Review, the MLARS acknowledges that the Department
lacks an automated way to link forfeited assets to particular criminal investigations and prosecutions,
which makes it difficult to demonstrate these connections in larger data sets.
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local agency in the law enforcement effort resulting in the forfeiture.” 23 The
Department facilitates these transfers through its Equitable Sharing Program, which
allows participating state and local law enforcement agencies to receive up to
80 percent of the proceeds of joint investigative or adoptive forfeitures. 24
Although equitable sharing revenues can enhance law enforcement
collaboration and provide state and local law enforcement additional resources to
fight crime, advocates of forfeiture reform assert that equitable sharing may
incentivize seizure and forfeiture because it allows state and local law enforcement
to keep a substantial portion of the forfeiture revenues. As noted at the outset of
this report, between FYs 2000 and 2016, the Department’s Equitable Sharing
Program distributed over $6 billion to state and local law enforcement agencies.
On December 21, 2015, in response to a combined $1.2 billion rescission to
the Assets Forfeiture Fund, the Department temporarily deferred all equitable
sharing payments to its state, local, and tribal partners. 25 The Department
subsequently announced that it would resume making payments under the program
as of March 28, 2016.
Law Enforcement Purposes and Civil Liberties Concerns Related to Asset Seizure
and Forfeiture
There are valid law enforcement purposes for asset seizure and forfeiture;
however, if misused, they can undermine civil liberties and public confidence in law
enforcement. During congressional hearings on civil asset forfeiture reform in
1997, the Assistant Chief of the Department’s Asset Forfeiture and Money
Laundering Section (subsequently renamed the Money Laundering and Asset
Recovery Section) at the time stated:
No matter how effective asset forfeiture may be as a law enforcement
tool — and this is a very effective law enforcement tool — that no
program, no tool of law enforcement, however effective at fighting
crime, can survive long if the public thinks that it violates the basic

23

21 U.S.C. § 881(e)3 (1984).

24
The MLARS is responsible for managing the Equitable Sharing Program and overseeing
equitable sharing participants; however, the MLARS is responsible for determining distributions only in
cases in which the forfeited assets total $1 million or more. If assets are administratively forfeited
and the total appraised value of all items forfeited is less than $1 million, the head of an investigative
agency, or designated agency headquarters official, decides the appropriate equitable sharing amount
to be distributed. U.S. Attorney’s Offices decide equitable sharing amounts in judicial cases in which
seized assets total less than $1 million. The USMS is responsible for distributing equitable sharing
payments.
25

The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 included a $746 million permanent reduction of Asset
Forfeiture Program Funds. This reduction, or “rescission,” means that $746 million was transferred
from the Asset Forfeiture Program Funds to the General Treasury Fund. The Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2016 included an additional $458 million reduction in the FY 2016 Asset
Forfeiture Program Funds.
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principles of fairness and due process that lie at the core of the
American system of justice. 26
Table 1 summarizes the Department’s stated law enforcement purposes and
the commonly expressed concerns about federal seizure authorities and different
elements of the Department’s asset seizure and forfeiture activities.
Table 1
Law Enforcement Purposes and Civil Liberty Concerns regarding the
Department’s Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Activities
Law Enforcement Purposes
NonWarranted
Seizure

Administrative
Forfeiture

Allows agents to quickly seize
suspected criminal proceeds on site
without having to seek a warrant

Increases the speed and efficiency of
uncontested forfeiture actions *
Enhances cooperation between state
and local law enforcement and federal
law enforcement

Equitable
Sharing

Provides state and local law
enforcement additional resources to
fight crime and cover expenses
associated with participation in federal
task forces and joint investigations
Provides federal forfeiture authority in
cases where state law does not
support forfeiture

Adoption

Strengthens collaboration with federal
law enforcement because it offers
additional opportunities to (1) share
information regarding state and local
seizure activity and (2) access
additional resources to cover expenses
associated with participation in federal
task forces and joint investigations

Civil Liberties Concerns
Seizure can occur without judicial
review or prior knowledge of a specific
crime.
Seizure can occur without an arrest or
prosecution of the owner.
Forfeiture can occur without an arrest
or prosecution of the owner.
Forfeiture can occur without
independent judicial oversight.

May incentivize seizure and forfeiture
because it allows state and local law
enforcement to keep some of the
forfeiture revenues

Incentivizes state and local law
enforcement to pursue forfeitures that
are not supported by state law due to
the availability of federal equitable
sharing revenues
Department investigative agencies
have limited oversight into the law
enforcement activity surrounding an
adoptive seizure.

* DOJ MLARS, Asset Forfeiture Policy Manual (2014)
Source: OIG analysis

26

Stephan D. Casella, Assistant Chief, Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section, before
the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, concerning the “Civil Forfeiture
Reform Act” (June 11, 1997).
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The Department’s Seizure Activities
We analyzed data in CATS, the Department’s system for tracking asset
seizures, to assess the seizure activity of ATF, the DEA, and the FBI because these
are the Department’s investigative components with the asset seizure authorities
most relevant to our review. 27 As explained below, we focused our analysis on the
DEA because it accounts for the great majority of cash seizures. Table 2 describes
the investigative responsibilities of these agencies that can give rise to seizure.
Table 2
DOJ Investigative Component Responsibilities that May Give Rise to
Seizure
Component

Responsibilities

ATF

ATF enforces federal laws and regulations relating to alcohol, tobacco,
firearms, explosives, and arson. ATF has the authority to seize and
forfeit firearms, ammunition, explosives, alcohol, tobacco, currency,
conveyances, and certain real property involved in criminal activity.

DEA

The DEA enforces federal drug laws and implements major investigative
strategies against drug networks and cartels. The DEA has the authority
to seize a wide range of money and property used or acquired in
connection with federal drug crimes.

FBI

The FBI enforces a broad range of criminal violations, integrating the use
of asset forfeiture into its overall strategy to eliminate targeted criminal
enterprises. Seizures conducted by the FBI are, for example, the result
of white collar crime, organized crime, drug crime, violent crime, and
terrorism investigations. The FBI has the authority to seize a wide range
of property used or acquired through illegal activity.

Source: DOJ Asset Forfeiture Program

ATF, the DEA, and the FBI seize many different types of assets, including
cash, jewelry, vehicles, real property, financial instruments, firearms, and
ammunition. CATS data indicates that these three components were involved in
approximately 425,000 asset seizures between FY 2007 and FY 2016, of which
52 percent were seizures of firearms and ammunition involved in criminal activity. 28
Despite the large volume of firearms and ammunition seizures, most of which are
seized by ATF, this report does not focus on these types of seizures. The
Department does not sell forfeited firearms and ammunition and, as a result, these
27

The USMS is the Department’s primary custodian of seized property. The USMS manages
and disposes of all valued assets that are not considered evidence, contraband, or targeted for use by
individual law enforcement agencies. Although an investigative component, the USMS has limited
seizure authority and seizes assets primarily when a U.S. Attorney’s Office brings a forfeiture action.
This occurs in a relatively small number of cases relative to the seizures conducted by the DEA and
other law enforcement components.
28

Multiple assets may be seized during a law enforcement operation or encounter. In certain
instances, multiple pieces of property may be seized from one or more individuals. Each piece of
property is generally given its own CATS Asset ID number. For the purposes of this report, we
calculated the unique number of CATS Asset ID numbers provided to us and defined these unique
occurrences as “seizures.”
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types of assets do not result in deposits to the Assets Forfeiture Fund. 29 Instead,
we focused our attention on the seizure of cash because, of the remaining
categories of seized assets, cash is the asset most frequently seized and is of
particular concern in the public debate about asset seizure and forfeiture. Figures 2
and 3 show the cash seizure activities of ATF, the DEA, and the FBI, and indicate
that the DEA accounts for a substantial majority of the Department’s cash seizures,
both in terms of overall number of seizures and their value.
Figure 2
Number of ATF, DEA, and FBI Cash Seizures
FY 2007 – FY 2016

FBI,
14,708
(15%)

ATF
4,749
(5%)

DEA
80,141
(80%)

Total Number of Cash Seizures: 99,598

Notes: These numbers represent the aggregate adoptive and non-adoptive
cash seizure activities of ATF, the DEA, and the FBI and therefore include all
cash seizures that may have resulted in criminal, civil, and administrative
forfeiture.
These numbers reflect the total number of assets that are coded as the asset
type “Cash/Currency” in CATS. The Department acknowledges that errors in
coding occur and that as a result these numbers may be over- or understated.
Source: CATS

29

Forfeited firearms and ammunition are generally destroyed; however, a small number of
forfeited firearms are transferred to the Department for official use.
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Figure 3
Approximate Value of ATF, DEA, and FBI Cash Seizures
FY 2007 – FY 2016

Asset Value at Seizure (Millions)

$4,500

$4.15 billion

$4,000
$3,500
$3,000
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500

$1.07 billion

$1,000
$500
$

$141 million
ATF

DEA

FBI

Note: These numbers represent the aggregate value of adoptive and non-adoptive cash
seizure activities of ATF, the DEA, and the FBI and therefore include the value of all cash
seizures that may have resulted in criminal, civil, and administrative forfeiture.
These numbers reflect the total value of assets that are coded as “Cash/Currency” in CATS.
The Department acknowledges that errors in coding occur and that as a result these numbers
may be over- or understated.
Source: CATS

In Table 3 below, we further break down DEA cash seizures by asset value
category demonstrating that, although the amount of cash the DEA most frequently
seizes is less than $100,000, the overall value of the DEA’s cash seizures is largely
driven by seizures of greater than $100,000. According to the MLARS, this
distinction is important because the ongoing public debate about asset seizure and
forfeiture has focused particularly on low-value cash seizures, and the MLARS
asserts that seizures in excess of $100,000 generally do not trigger the same type
of civil liberties concerns as lower value seizures because it is unlikely that an
individual suspected of a drug crime would have a legitimate claim to suspected
drug proceeds in excess of $100,000.
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Table 3
Number, Value, and Percentages of DEA Cash Seizures
FY 2007 – FY 2016
Asset Value
Category
Less than $100,000
$100,000 and over
Total

Number of
Assets

% of
Number

Cumulative
Value of Assets

% of
Cumulative
Value

71,478

89%

$1.24

30%

8,663

11%

$2.91

70%

80,141

100%

$4.15

100%

Notes: We express Cumulative Value of Assets in billions of dollars. These figures
represent the aggregate cash seizure activities of the DEA and therefore include all cash
seizures which may have resulted in criminal, civil, and administrative forfeiture.
Source: CATS

According to CATS, approximately 65,000, or 81 percent, of all DEA cash
seizures have been forfeited administratively at a value of over $3.2 billion. While
DEA and Department law enforcement officers have the authority to seize and
administratively forfeit cash without independent judicial oversight and without
charging the owner or possessor of the cash or property with a crime, as we
detailed above, the MLARS asserts that many administratively forfeited assets are
seized pursuant to court-issued seizure warrants or linked to ongoing criminal
investigations.
Post-Seizure Claim and Petition Process and the Disposition of the DEA’s Cash
Seizures
The post-seizure claim and petition process begins when an investigative
agency, such as the DEA, seizes property and seeks to forfeit the property
administratively. Within 60 days after the date of seizure, the agency must provide
notice to possible claimants of the government’s intent to forfeit the property. If an
individual contests the forfeiture by filing a claim against the property,
administrative forfeiture proceedings are terminated, and the government has
90 days to proceed with a civil or criminal forfeiture action or return the property
and initiate a forfeiture action a later date. If no individual files a timely, valid
claim, the seizing agency’s counsel evaluates the probable cause for seizure and
forfeiture, as documented in investigative files and other relevant materials, and
either enters a declaration of forfeiture, transferring title and ownership of the
property to the federal government, or declines forfeiture and returns the asset.
Alternatively, any interested parties, such as innocent owners of the asset,
lienholders, victims of the crimes underlying the forfeiture, or any other interested
parties can petition the seizing agency to return the administratively forfeited asset.
Upon receipt of the petition, the seizing agency evaluates the petitioner’s interest in
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the asset and then rules on the merits of the petition; this may result in the return
of a portion or the entire value of the forfeited asset. 30
Given the volume of DEA cash seizures, we analyzed how much of the DEA’s
seized cash was forfeited and deposited into the Department’s Assets Forfeiture
Fund versus being returned to the individual from whom the asset was seized or to
another party such as an owner, lienholder, or crime victim. Of the DEA’s
80,141 cash seizures that occurred between FYs 2007 and 2016, a claim or a
petition was filed for 15,867 (20 percent). Of these 15,867 seizures with a related
claim or petition, 6,232 (39 percent) resulted in a full or partial return. The DEA
also returned part or all of an additional 492 cash seizures for which it had not
received a claim or a petition.
Overall, the DEA returned all or part of 6,724 cash seizures, or 8 percent of
the seizures it made, between FYs 2007 and 2016. In terms of value, we also
found that the DEA returned approximately $153 million of its cash seizures, while
approximately $3.8 billion was forfeited and deposited into the Department’s Assets
Forfeiture Fund. Because, as was mentioned above, the MLARS asserts that cash
seizures of less than $100,000 may raise more civil liberties concerns than those
above $100,000, we distinguish between the disposition for cash seizures less than
and greater than $100,000 in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4
Number and Percentage of DEA Cash Seizures by Disposition Type
FY 2007 – FY 2016
Number of
Dispositions of
Seizures Less than
$100,000

Disposition Type

Number
Full Deposit to Assets Forfeiture Fund

%

Number of
Dispositions of
Seizures Greater
than $100,000
Number

%

63,454

79%

7,694

10%

Full Return to Owner, Lienholder, or Victim

3,170

4%

155

<1%

Partial Return *

2,997

4%

402

1%

Not Adjudicated at Time of Data Request **

1,680

2%

395

<1%

177

<1%

17

<1%

71,478
89%
8,663
* The Department may forfeit a portion of seized property and return the remainder to an
owner, lienholder, or victim.

11%

Other ***
Total

** At the time of our data request, not all seized assets were adjudicated through the forfeiture
process.
*** A small percentage of seized assets were disposed of by other means (e.g., adoptive
seizures returned to state authorities for potential state seizure).
Source: CATS

30

The MLARS rules on petitions for cases in which a civil or criminal forfeiture has occurred.
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Table 5
Value and Percentage of DEA Cash Seizures by Disposition Type
FY 2007 – FY 2016

Disposition Type

Value of

Value of

Dispositions of
Seizures Less than
$100,000

Dispositions of
Seizures Greater than
$100,000

Approx. Value
Deposited to Assets Forfeiture Fund
Returned to Owner, Lienholder, or Victim
Other Disposal Type *
Total

%

Approx. Value

%

$1,122,100,000

28%

$2,668,800,000

68%

$74,200,000

2%

$78,900,000

2%

$3,400,000

< 1%

$6,200,000

<1%

$1,199,700,000

30%

$2,753,900,000

70%

Note: There are more than 2,000 assets not yet adjudicated as of February 2017. Therefore, disposal
value is not yet available for the full population of assets seized between FYs 2007 and 2016.
*A small percentage of seized assets were disposed of by different means (e.g., adoptive seizures
returned to state authorities for potential state seizure).
Source: CATS

Scope and Methodology of the OIG Review
We analyzed the asset seizure and forfeiture policies, practices, and
performance management capabilities of the Department as a whole. We also
analyzed data from CATS to examine asset seizure and forfeiture activities of ATF,
the DEA, and the FBI between FY 2007 and FY 2016. However, this review focused
specifically on the DEA’s use of cash seizure. Among the Department’s
investigative components, the DEA is responsible for the majority of cash seizures,
the vast majority of which are in turn forfeited administratively.
In the absence of sufficient data to permit a thorough analysis, we reviewed
a judgmental sample of 100 DEA cash seizures that were administratively forfeited
under certain conditions that we believe, without effective oversight, may pose
potential risks to civil liberties. In addition to providing the opportunity to assess
some seizures that are particularly susceptible to civil liberties concerns, this
sample allowed us to better understand an important subset of the Department’s
seizure activity and also allowed us to identify additional potential risk factors that
can help the Department better understand and oversee its seizure activity.
Because the Attorney General’s Order prohibiting certain federal adoptions was
issued in January 2015, during the course of our review, we also examined how the
Order and related policy guidance affected the Department’s asset seizure and
forfeiture activities and its relationship with state and local law enforcement.
Finally, we interviewed Department and law enforcement component officials
responsible for asset seizure and forfeiture activities and we spoke with officials
from the Office of the Deputy Attorney General, ATF, DEA, FBI, and AUSAs. We
also spoke with state and local law enforcement leadership, as well as state and
local law enforcement officers serving on federal task forces. A detailed description
of the methodology of our review is in Appendix 1.
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RESULTS OF THE REVIEW
The Department Does Not Measure How Its Asset Seizure and Forfeiture
Activities Advance Criminal Investigations
The Department asserts that asset forfeiture is an effective law enforcement
tool that dismantles criminal organizations by removing the proceeds of crime used
to perpetuate criminal activity, and the Department’s investigative components all
state that forfeiture should be used in a manner that advances criminal
investigations. However, we found that although Department investigative
components have the authority to and do forfeit cash from individuals without
charging these individuals with a crime, they do not collect data to measure, among
other factors, how often seizures and forfeitures advance or relate to criminal
investigations. Without fully evaluating the relationship between seizures and law
enforcement efforts, the Department cannot effectively assess whether asset
forfeiture is being appropriately used and it risks creating the impression that its
law enforcement officers prioritize generating forfeiture revenue over dismantling
criminal organizations.
We found that the Department and its investigative components could
determine how often seizure and forfeiture advance or relate to criminal
investigations only by performing a manual, case-by-case review of component
case management systems. Further, we found that the Department can aggregate
data that can be used to identify associated risk factors and the outcomes of
seizure activity, such as instances in which a portion or all of a seizure was returned
to the owner as the result of a successful challenge; but the Department’s
investigative components do not actively use this type of aggregate data to
evaluate and oversee seizure operations. Without evaluating this data, the
Department cannot determine (1) whether certain types of seizures, such as those
effected without a warrant that result in administrative forfeiture, benefit law
enforcement efforts or (2) the extent to which seizures may present potential risks
to civil liberties.
The OIG’s 2015 review of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA) Use
of Cold Consent Encounters at Mass Transportation Facilities found that the DEA did
not use data sufficiently to assess whether cold consent encounters were conducted
in an unbiased or effective manner. 31 This was a concern because seizures
resulting from these encounters can be random or triggered by an individual’s
behavior rather than foreknowledge of the individual’s involvement in criminal
activity; thus, such seizures can present risks to civil liberties.
In comments on a draft of this report, the Department’s Money Laundering
and Asset Recovery Section (MLARS) asserted that administrative forfeiture may be
the only avenue available for forfeiture when a criminal case is not possible and
that many administratively forfeited assets are seized pursuant to court-issued
seizure warrants or linked to ongoing criminal investigations. The MLARS also
31

DOJ OIG, Cold Consent Encounters, ii.
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acknowledges that the Department lacks an automated way to link forfeited assets
to particular criminal investigations and prosecutions. We recognize that there are
challenges to fully measuring the relationship between asset seizure and criminal
investigations and prosecutions. However, without making efforts to obtain the
best such measurements, particularly for those seizures and forfeitures that occur
without judicial involvement, the Department cannot effectively oversee its asset
seizure and forfeiture activities to ensure these activities sufficiently benefit law
enforcement’s efforts to dismantle criminal organizations and do not present
significant risks to civil liberties.
Department Case Management and Asset Tracking Systems Do Not Collect Data
Sufficient to Measure How Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Advances Criminal
Investigations
The Department does not fully collect and analyze data on seizure and
forfeiture activities sufficient to enable it to determine (1) whether seizures benefit
law enforcement efforts or (2) the extent to which seizures present potential risks
to civil liberties. Specifically, we learned that the Department-wide Consolidated
Asset Tracking System (CATS) does not collect data sufficient to measure whether
asset seizure and forfeiture advance criminal investigations and the individual
investigative component case management systems do not aggregate data that
would allow the components, the Department, or the OIG to measure this
relationship. We also found that although CATS tracks and can aggregate those
seizures that include a claim, petition, or return, Department’s components do not
actively use this aggregate information to identify issues or determine whether
seizures are being conducted appropriately.
An official at the Department’s Asset Forfeiture Management Section (AFMS)
explained that CATS cannot be used to measure the performance of law
enforcement operations. Instead, CATS maintains programmatic and financial data
that is used to track seized and forfeited assets through the asset forfeiture
lifecycle. CATS is also used to fulfill the data-reporting mandates of the Civil Asset
Forfeiture Reform Act of 2000 (CAFRA).32 CAFRA requires the Department to
provide annual reports detailing its seizure and forfeiture activities, including the
type of assets seized and the financial results of forfeiture. CAFRA reports contain
the following:
•

total deposits to the Assets Forfeiture Fund by state of deposit;

•

total expenses paid from the Assets Forfeiture Fund, by category of expense
and recipient agency, including equitable sharing payments;

•

number, value, and types of properties placed into official use by federal
agencies, by recipient agency;

32

Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform Act of 2000, 106th Cong., 2d Sess., H.R. 1658.
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•

number, value, and types of properties transferred to state and local law
enforcement agencies, by recipient agency;

•

number, value, and types of forfeited property disposed of during the year,
by type of disposition;

•

year-end inventory of property under seizure, but not yet forfeited, which
reflects the type of property, its estimated value, and the estimated value of
outstanding liens and mortgages;

•

list of each property in the year-end inventory, not yet forfeited, with an
outstanding equity of not less than $1,000,000; and

•

audited financial statements for each fiscal year for the Assets Forfeiture Fund.33

The same AFMS official also told us that although the CAFRA reports are the
main source of publicly available data about asset forfeiture, he does not believe
that the reports allow the public to fully understand the Department’s seizure and
forfeiture activities. Publicly available reports provide only a cumulative and broad
explanation of the Department’s seizure and forfeiture activities. They focus on the
financial benefit to federal, state, and local government, rather than providing
information as to whether seizure and forfeiture advance investigative efforts, and
they do not include information on returned assets that might be useful in determining
whether there are issues in the Department’s seizure efforts. This official explained
that the only current way to fully evaluate how seizure and forfeiture contribute to
advancing criminal investigations is to review narrative reports from individual
investigative case files in components’ case management systems. Moreover, the
MLARS acknowledges that the Department lacks an automated way to link forfeited
assets to particular criminal investigations and prosecutions, which makes it difficult
to demonstrate these connections in larger data sets.
During our document review and discussions with frontline supervisors and
legal counsel from the investigative components, we learned that these officials
review individual investigative case files and seizure documentation to ensure that
seizures justify federal forfeiture according to the criteria discussed below, and that
they also receive claims before forwarding the claim to a U.S. Attorney’s Office and
evaluate petitions to determine instances in which it may be appropriate to return
forfeited property. However, they do not have metrics to evaluate whether seizures
and forfeitures advance criminal investigations and they generally do not use
aggregate seizure data, such as the number and value of seizures and the
proportion of those seizures that include a claim, petition, or return, to help
measure performance of seizure-related enforcement activities or identify systemic

33

In accordance with CAFRA, the OIG supervises an annual audit, performed by KPMG LLP, of
the Department’s Assets Forfeiture Fund and Seized Asset Deposit Fund. The audit details the
financial position of the Assets Forfeiture Fund, its net costs, changes in net position, and budgetary
resources for the period of review. The audit also issues reports on internal controls over financial
reporting, compliance, and other matters.
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issues. 34 For example, we found that the DEA returned only 4 percent of the value
of seizures made between FY 2007 and FY 2016. Although CATS contains raw data
regarding claims, petitions, and returns, without an evaluation of aggregate data
that would indicate, for example, whether these actions are more likely to occur in
one jurisdiction versus another or whether the frequency of these actions indicates
potential problems in certain seizure operations, the Department cannot fully
assess its seizure activities.
We recognize that cases can develop over a long period of time and that it
may take years to determine whether a seizure advanced a larger investigation or
resulted in a prosecution. This may be especially true for the DEA because it will
commonly seize assets and use administrative forfeiture at the outset or during the
course of an investigation, prior to the initiation of formal charges. DEA officials
explained that, as a result, it is difficult to measure the relationship between seizure
and forfeiture and other law enforcement outcomes without reviewing all of the
related case information. 35 For example, DEA officials told us that, in some cases, it
is better for the long-term investigation to make a seizure of cash without arresting a
possible courier or taking any other immediate law enforcement action. Multiple DEA
agents we spoke with mentioned the general scenario that we detail in the text box.
Scenario in Which Seizure Is Made without an Arrest
During the course of an investigation of a drug trafficking organization, the DEA may learn that
a large amount of currency is about to be transported by a courier working for a drug trafficking
organization. In these situations, the DEA may ask state and local law enforcement to make the
seizure consistent with routine law enforcement activities, such as a traffic stop, without making an
arrest. According to DEA agents, this allows the DEA to collect intelligence that it can use to build
the investigation without revealing to higher echelon members of the drug trafficking organization
that they are targets of a federal investigation. This is because the seizure appears to be incident to
a routine traffic stop by state or local officers, as opposed to a larger, federal investigation. The DEA
may then administratively forfeit the currency without revealing the investigation. The higher
echelon targets of the investigation do not have to be involved or even made aware of the investigation
until the government is ready to initiate a prosecution, which may happen well after the seizure.

We understand that assessing the relationship between asset seizure and
criminal investigations can be complex; but, without such measurements, the
Department and its investigative components cannot fully evaluate and oversee
their seizure and forfeiture activities to ensure they advance investigations that
help to dismantle criminal organizations and do not present a potential risk to civil
liberties. Therefore, it is important that the Department collect and evaluate data
to determine, for example, under what circumstances a seizure occurred; the
34

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) and DEA headquarters officials
confirmed that their agencies do not analyze aggregate data to monitor claims, petitions, or returns.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) headquarters officials explained that the FBI does not actively
analyze this data but that may review it on an as-needed basis.
35
FBI and ATF agents explained that they may use administrative forfeiture during the course of
an investigation as well; however, they generally make seizures as an investigation concludes or a case is
ready to be prosecuted, thereby making the connection between a seizure and a federal investigation more
readily apparent than a DEA seizure made early during the course of an ongoing investigation.
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relationship between the seizure and other criminal activity; how seizures benefit
law enforcement efforts; and any claims, petitions, and returns of assets resulting
from a seizure.
We made a similar finding during our review of the DEA’s Use of Cold
Consent Encounters at Mass Transportation Facilities. We determined that the DEA
does not sufficiently use data to assess whether these consent encounters are
conducted in an unbiased and effective manner. The DEA concurred with our
recommendations and reported to us that it (1) is actively researching ways to
reach an appropriate determination about the viability of collecting demographic
data and (2) has developed a proposed policy for documenting consensual
encounters at mass transportation facilities that will allow the DEA to track certain
information about these encounters, including their frequency and whether they
result in seizures or arrests. We will continue to assess the DEA’s progress in
responding to our recommendations, and we believe that the additional data
analysis discussed in our current report, if implemented, would further assist the
DEA with its ongoing efforts to assess the effectiveness of its interdiction activities.
The DEA Conducts Cash Seizures that May Not Advance or Relate to
Criminal Investigations and May Pose Potential Risks to Civil Liberties
In the absence of specific metrics that would allow us to use aggregate data
to evaluate how the Department’s seizures and forfeitures relate to criminal
activity, we reviewed a judgmentally selected sample of DEA cash seizures to
assess this relationship. This review of sampled seizures provided evidence that
many of the DEA’s interdiction seizures may not advance or relate to criminal
investigations.
We selected a sample of DEA cash seizures because the DEA was responsible
for approximately 80 percent of the Department’s cash seizures from FY 2007
through FY 2016. Specifically, we sampled 100 DEA cash seizures resulting in
administrative forfeiture that met 2 criteria we believe make the seizures
particularly susceptible to civil liberties concerns. First, we selected seizures that
occurred without a warrant, which indicates no judicial oversight prior to the
seizure. Second, we selected seizures that, according to CATS data, seemed to
indicate the absence of illicit narcotics. 36 We believe that this second criterion is
particularly important because, when illicit narcotics are not present at the time of a
seizure, DEA agents and task force officers must use considerable discretion to
36

See Appendix 1 for a full description of our sampling methodology. We used case-type
codes and method-of-seizure indicators that accompany asset seizure records in CATS to identify
which seizures occurred absent a warrant and illicit narcotics. DEA managers explained that they are
not confident that these fields are reliable because they are subject to staff interpretation and casetype codes are subject to change throughout the course of an investigation. Therefore, we do not
aggregate this information for calculating overall number of seizures that occurred absent a warrant
and illicit narcotics; however, we believe that this data was adequate for selecting our sample.
Consistent with the DEA’s assessment that CATS data may not be reliable to assess these
criteria, we identified 12 sampled seizures in which either bulk or personal-use amounts of illicit
narcotics were present at the time of seizure.
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distinguish a criminal cash courier from an ordinary individual who possesses cash
legally. DEA agents and task force officers must regularly make these judgments
because, they explained, it is rare for drug trafficking organizations to transport
illicit narcotics and related cash proceeds together and cash couriers often use
widely available commercial transportation to move large quantities of drug-related
currency. As a result, DEA agents and task force officers must quickly assess
whether there is sufficient legal basis for seizure. They base their assessment on
observations of behavior and circumstances that separately may appear innocent
but, when considered collectively, can be consistent with illegal cash couriering.
Our analysis of the sampled case files revealed three important areas for the
Department’s consideration. First, most of the sampled seizures occurred in
interdiction settings, in which trained law enforcement officers rely on their
immediate, on-the-spot judgment to determine whether their observations justify
initiating an encounter which may lead to seizure, in the absence of predicating
information regarding involvement in drug trafficking activities. This is particularly
relevant in light of the OIG’s findings in our 2015 report highlighting potential risks
to civil liberties associated with cold consent encounters that occur during such
interdiction operations.37 Second, as a result of our review of DEA records and
subsequent discussions with DEA officials, we determined that the DEA could verify
only 44 of the 100 seizures we sampled as having advanced or having been related
to criminal investigations. This means that in over half the cases there was no
discernable connection between the seizure and the advancement of law
enforcement efforts. Third, we identified an aspect of DEA seizure practice that its
policies and training did not fully address. Specifically, we found that different task
force officers made different decisions in similar situations when deciding whether
to seize all of the cash discovered. These differences demonstrate how seizure
decisions can appear arbitrary, which should be a concern for the Department, both
because of potentially improper conduct and because even the appearance of
arbitrary decision-making in asset seizure can fuel public perception that law
enforcement is not using this authority legitimately, thereby undermining public
confidence in law enforcement. As a result of these findings, we believe that the
DEA and the Department should take additional steps to ensure that its seizure
activities align with its priorities to advance criminal investigations and that seizures
are conducted consistently. We discuss each of these three areas of concern below.
Most of the Sampled Seizures Occurred during Interdiction Operations in Which
Trained Law Enforcement Officers Often Rely on Their Immediate Judgment to
Initiate Encounters that Lead to Seizure
We found that 85 of the 100 seizures we reviewed occurred as a result of a
DEA or joint law enforcement interdiction operation. Department and non-federal
task force officers conduct these operations at transportation facilities including
airports, parcel distribution centers, train stations, and bus terminals. State and
local law enforcement officers also regularly conduct interdiction on highways and
contact a local DEA office if they need DEA investigative support. We believe that
37

DOJ OIG, Cold Consent Encounters, i.
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interdiction operations at transportation facilities and on highways can be
particularly susceptible to civil liberties concerns. Absent a court-issued warrant
and preexisting intelligence of a specific drug crime, DEA agents and task force
officers make on-the-spot assessments of fast-moving situations. These
assessments are sometimes informed by tips from paid confidential informants, but
may also be based only on their observations and law enforcement experience, to
initiate an encounter that leads to seizure. Table 6 shows the type of enforcement
operation and the value of cash at seizure for our sample.
Table 6
Sampled DEA Currency Seizures by Type of Enforcement Operation
and Amount
Type of Enforcement Operation

Total
Seizures

Total
Amount
Seized

Lowest
Amount
Seized

Highest
Amount
Seized

Interdiction Operations

85

$3,970,000

Airport Interdictions

46

$1,720,000

$3,000

$325,010

Parcel Interdictions

18

$320,000

$5,000

$45,920

Bus/Rail Interdictions

13

$710,000

$3,140

$164,159

8

$1,220,000

$8,740

$599,730

15

$2,570,000

$1,045

$494,966

100

$6,540,000

Highway Interdictions or Traffic Stop
Non-Interdiction Operations
Total

Note: We rounded Total Amount Seized values to the nearest tens of thousands.
Sources: OIG Analysis of CATS data and DEA documentation

Of the 85 interdiction seizures in our sample, all of which were conducted
without a warrant, 79 were initiated based on the observations and immediate
judgment of DEA agents and task force officers absent any preexisting intelligence
of a specific drug crime. The remaining six seizures were connected to enforcement
operations that were initiated as a result of preexisting intelligence of a specific
drug crime.
Establishing Reasonable Suspicion to Question a Suspect
Our sample showed that DEA agents and task force officers reported
establishing reasonable suspicion to initiate questioning of an individual suspected
of illegal cash couriering based on factors consistent with those described in the
DEA’s Interdiction Manual. 38 For example, our review of seizure event narratives
indicated that DEA agents and task force officers may initiate consensual
encounters to question individuals based on factors including, but not limited to,
38
The DEA’s Interdiction Manual (2010) cites United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1 (1989) as
the seminal Supreme Court case with respect to the legality and parameters of airport interdiction.
The Manual relies on Sokolow for the proposition that “seemingly innocent behavior and/or
circumstances may give rise to reasonable suspicion when viewed by a trained agent.”
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traveling to or from a known source city for drug trafficking, purchasing a ticket
within 24 hours of travel, purchasing a ticket for a long flight with an immediate
return, purchasing a one-way ticket, and traveling without checked luggage. 39
Our evaluation of seizure narratives and our discussions with DEA agents and
task force officers indicate that they often learn about a traveler’s ticket purchase
method and travel itinerary from confidential sources who work for airlines,
airports, or bus or rail companies. DEA agents and task force officers may also
initiate contacts that lead to seizures after receiving information from airport
security screeners that a large volume of currency was packaged within an
individual’s carry-on or checked luggage. As our recent audit of the DEA’s
Confidential Source Program outlined, some of these confidential sources are
engaged in long-term and lucrative relationships with the DEA. The report states
that this could have implications relating to compliance with the Fourth
Amendment’s protections against unreasonable searches and seizures. 40
Our sample also indicated that during the course of a routine traffic stop a
state or local law highway interdiction officer may suspect that a driver is involved in
cash couriering or other illegal activity as a result of observations such as nervous
behavior, inconsistent answers to questioning, or the odor of narcotics. Officers may
also search relevant law enforcement databases to determine the past criminal
history of the driver. As a result of these observations and database searches, the
officer can extend the traffic stop to continue questioning and may request that a
police dog sniff the vehicle in an attempt to identify narcotics residue.
Establishing Probable Cause to Perform a Search and Make a Seizure
Sampled seizure narratives showed that during interdiction operations,
probable cause to search an individual or to search and seize packages, luggage, or
a vehicle was generally established when a dog alerted to the presence of narcotics
residue on currency. Of the 85 interdiction seizures we sampled, the narratives
indicated that a dog had positively alerted to the presence of narcotics residue
79 times, or in more than 90 percent of the cases. For the remaining six seizures,
either a dog was not used or the dog had not positively alerted to the currency,
although other factors had been used to develop probable cause to support a
search and seizure.
Our review of seizure narratives also showed that, following a search that led
to the discovery of currency, DEA agents and task force officers further sought to
establish probable cause to seize by detailing that the currency had been packaged
or concealed in a manner consistent with drug trafficking activities. DEA agents
39

Based on our review of non-interdiction seizures, we learned that during the course of an
ongoing investigation DEA agents and task force officers also may develop probable cause to search
for and seize assets from sources such as surveillance of suspected drug and cash couriers,
observation of criminal activity, consensual monitoring or wiretaps, and intelligence from confidential
sources about a known drug crime.
40

DOJ OIG, Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Management and Oversight of Its
Confidential Source Program, Audit Report 16-33 (September 2016).
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and task force officers described the condition of currency, its packaging, and the
manner of concealment as establishing probable cause to support seizure in 66 of
the 85 interdiction seizures we sampled. For example, seizure narratives indicated
that currency appeared “worn from street use” or “bundled in rubber bands
consistent with narcotic proceeds.” Seizure narratives also stated that currency
had been wrapped in carbon paper to deter x-ray scanners and/or dryer sheets to
obscure the odor of narcotics. Our review showed that, during the course of
searches, law enforcement often found currency hidden in secret compartments or
trapdoors in luggage and vehicles, supporting the inference that the currency
represented illegally couriered drug proceeds. For example, we identified in our
sample an instance in which a task force officer had identified over $7,000 hidden
inside a travel neck pillow.
As referenced above, we also found that DEA agents and task force officers
describe the condition or packaging of the currency to establish probable cause to
make a seizure after receiving notification of a suspicious package from security
officials working for parcel transport companies. 41 Of the 18 narratives in our
sample describing parcel interdiction seizures, 17 document that seizures had been
initiated after law enforcement officers discovered an anomaly with the package or
its contents. For example, seizure narratives describe packages that contained a
label with an inaccurate return address or that emitted an odor of illicit narcotics.
In trying to further support the existence of probable cause for seizure after
cash has been identified, DEA agents and task force officers also will ask questions
to ascertain whether the suspected courier has a reasonable explanation for the
source of the currency or a reasonable explanation for travel. For example, seizure
narratives indicated that DEA agents and task force officers also had asked
questions to determine whether a suspect’s employment history was consistent
with the amount of currency in their possession and whether they could clearly
state details about the purpose of and plans for their travel. In these narratives,
DEA agents and task force officers often stated that because the suspect could not
provide reasonable and consistent answers to questions, the suspect’s answers did
not substantiate their claim to the currency. Finally, our review of sampled seizure
narratives indicated that DEA agents or task force officers may search relevant law
enforcement databases in an effort to identify the traveler’s prior criminal history,
which may reveal related drug and cash courier offenses supporting the existence
of probable cause to seize.
We Determined that the DEA Could Not Verify that All Sampled Seizures Had
Advanced or Were Related to Criminal Investigations
According to the DEA Agents Manual, any seizure should be “an action that
takes place incident to a major drug investigation.” However, we determined that
41

The DEA’s Interdiction Manual cites the 1921 Supreme Court Decision Burdeau v.
McDowell, 256 U.S. 465 (1921), to highlight the government’s right to use materials seized by a
private party in a private search without the knowledge or involvement of the government. The
Interdiction Manual further details a freight company’s right to inspect packages, citing United States
v. Rodriguez, 596 F. 2d 169, 173 (6th Cir. 1979).
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the DEA could verify that only 44 of the sample of 100 total seizures and only 29 of
the sample of 85 interdiction seizures had advanced or were related to ongoing
investigations, initiated new investigations, led to arrests, or led to prosecution. 42
Table 7 shows that as of December 2016 the DEA could verify that 100 percent of
the non-interdiction seizures in our sample had advanced or were related to a
criminal investigation, but that only 34 percent (29 out of 85) of the interdiction
seizures had advanced or were related to a criminal investigation, again
highlighting the potentially problematic nature of such operations. 43
Table 7
Sampled DEA Seizures by Type of Enforcement Operation
and whether the DEA Could Verify that Seizures
Had Advanced or Related to a Criminal Investigation
Could the DEA Verify that the
Seizure Advanced or Related to a
Criminal Investigation?

Type of Enforcement Operation

Yes

No

Interdiction

29

56

Non-Interdiction

15

0

Totals

44

56

Sources: OIG analysis of CATS documentation and DEA case descriptions
reflecting information received throughout 2016

An important factor that differentiates the sampled non-interdiction seizures
from the sampled interdiction seizures is that the non-interdiction seizures always
derived from enforcement operations that were initiated as a result of preexisting
intelligence of a specific drug crime, and therefore may not pose the same risks to
civil liberties as do standalone interdiction seizures. For example, three of our
sampled seizures were part of the same long-term non-interdiction investigation,
involving court-ordered surveillance, in which the DEA made multiple arrests as well
as significant seizures of firearms, drugs, and additional personal property. 44

42

DEA officials explained to us that it may take years for a related arrest or prosecution to
occur following a seizure. Therefore, we sampled seizures that occurred during FY 2012 and assessed
whether they advanced or related to ongoing investigations at any time within 3 years after the seizure.
43

To determine whether a seizure had advanced or was related to an ongoing investigation,
we reviewed narratives documenting the probable cause underlying each seizure that the DEA had
uploaded to CATS. From this review we were able to determine that 29 of the sampled seizures had
advanced or were related to ongoing investigations, initiated new investigations, led to arrests, or led
to prosecution. For the remaining 71 seizures, we asked the DEA to provide us additional
documentation that would indicate whether a seizure met the above conditions. Based on this
additional documentation, we made our final determinations, detailed in Table 7, as to the number of
sampled seizures that advanced or were related to a criminal investigation.
44

We believe that successfully identifying instances in which multiple seizures are associated
with the same investigation could help the Department and its investigative components evaluate its
asset seizure activities and determine when seizures are more likely to advance or relate to ongoing
investigations. For example, because of the concerns raised about whether low-value seizures
(Cont’d)
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Conversely, the encounters leading to the sampled interdiction seizures were
generally made in the absence of preexisting intelligence of a specific drug crime.
This is reflected in our conclusion that non-interdiction seizures in our sample were
far more likely than interdiction seizures, on a percentage basis, to advance or
relate to a criminal investigation. When an interdiction seizure advances or relates
to an ongoing criminal investigation, the benefits are obvious. For example, our
sample indicated that a DEA airport interdiction group based in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, had initiated a random consensual encounter and seized $180,000 from an
individual. After the seizure, law enforcement established that the individual was a
cash courier who worked for a known drug trafficker and strip club owner who sent
cocaine to the mainland United States using strippers as drug mules. Our sample
also indicated that DEA agents and task force officers use evidence of past seizures
and data from the Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Information System (NADDIS) to
establish probable cause for a new seizure and to identify links to other
investigations. 45 According to the DEA, this information can prove helpful for other
ongoing investigations. Illustrative of this, we sampled an airport interdiction
seizure that occurred in Tennessee in which a DEA agent, acting on knowledge of
suspicious travel activity, had found a prior notice of seizure while searching a piece
of luggage, indicating that the individual who owned the luggage may have
couriered cash in the past. The DEA agent used NADDIS to link the individual from
whom cash was seized to an ongoing DEA investigation in Texas. 46
When interdiction seizures do not advance or relate to an ongoing
investigation, the benefits of interdiction are less obvious. The DEA asserts that,
even if an interdiction seizure does not advance or relate to a current criminal
investigation, information collected during the course of the seizure can be used in
future investigations and the seized cash cannot be used to fund future criminal
activities. We do not doubt that intelligence collected during a seizure can be
useful, and that seizures of illegal proceeds can negatively impact criminal
organizations. However, without a specific connection establishing that seized
funds would otherwise have been used to fund criminal activity or that seizures
provided intelligence tied to the same, it is difficult to determine whether seizures
benefit law enforcement efforts to advance investigations. This is true even for
significantly contribute to federal investigations, we conducted an analysis of the 10 lowest value
seizures from the population we used to select our overall sample. In 9 of the 10 instances, we found
that the low-value seizures (ranging from $100 to $1,500) were related to ongoing investigations and
in all 10 instances these seizures were incident to larger seizures. For the one seizure that was not
related to an ongoing investigation, the probable cause statement indicates that that the subject had
multiple prior drug arrests. These results were consistent with DEA agents and task force officers’
statements that low-value seizures are often incident to law enforcement operations that result in
higher value seizures.
45

The DEA report of investigation, which is reviewed by a supervisory agent, is also used for
entering information into NADDIS. At the bottom of a report of investigation, DEA agents and task
force officers identify the names of all persons from whom cash was seized, as well as other related
parties, for entry into NADDIS.
46

The individual was not arrested at the time of the seizure, but court records indicate that
the individual later pleaded guilty to a charge of conspiracy to import marijuana and was sentenced to
37 months of incarceration.
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high value seizures. For example, 7 of the 19 seizures in our sample that were
over $100,000 did not advance or relate to an identified criminal investigation. This
indicates that the value of a seizure alone is not exclusive criteria for determining
the law enforcement benefit of a seizure.
Further, the risks to civil liberties are particularly significant when seizures
that do not advance or relate to an investigation are conducted without a courtissued seizure warrant, the presence of illicit narcotics, or subsequent judicial
involvement prior to administrative forfeiture. We highlight one such seizure in our
sample that was of particular concern because DEA agents and task force officers
seized concealed currency from a piece of checked luggage without attempting to
question the owner or otherwise conduct any investigation (Case 1).
Case 1
After Transportation Security Administration agents discovered U.S. currency artfully concealed in
a manufactured compartment within the pulley of a checked bag, a task force officer assigned to a
DEA group responded with a drug dog to assess the bag. The dog positively alerted to the presence of
a controlled substance, and the group seized $70,460 concealed in the bag and its pulley. According
to the DEA’s documentation, the group that effected the seizure had no immediate way to contact the
traveler who had checked the bag; the traveler already had boarded the plane and the ticket had not
been purchased through the airline. No effort was made to alert law enforcement in the arrival airport
to stop and speak with the passenger claiming the bag; rather, a DEA agent placed a receipt for the
currency and DEA contact information inside the bag and the airline sent the bag to its final destination.
The person who had purchased the ticket was different from the traveler but shared the same
address. The DEA sent a notice of seizure to the address; but, after receiving no response, the DEA
took no further action, such as following up, in person, at the known address to interview the traveler
or the person who purchased the ticket. CATS records indicate that this seizure did not receive any
petitions or claims and that it ultimately resulted in an administrative forfeiture of $70,460 to the
federal government.

As discussed above, the DEA confirmed that its agents made no effort to
follow up with the ticket purchaser or the traveler to further investigate this matter
and that neither the purchaser nor the traveler contacted the DEA to reclaim the
seized cash. Even accepting that the circumstances surrounding the discovery of
this large volume of concealed currency justified law enforcement suspicion and
seizure, we find it troubling that the DEA would make an administrative forfeiture
without attempting to advance an investigation, especially considering that the DEA
had opportunities to contact the potential owners of the currency instead of simply
providing written notice of the seizure.
Even though the DEA does not have a policy explicitly detailing the extent to
which its agents should conduct an investigation following all cash seizures, the
DEA Agents Manual states that seizure of any asset is to be viewed as “an action
that takes place incident to a major drug investigation.” Therefore, we believe that
the lack of investigative follow-up in the scenario documented above was inconsistent
with the intent of DEA policy governing asset seizure and forfeiture. 47 Moreover,
when the DEA used its seizure and administrative forfeiture authority without even
47

DEA Agents Manual (2015).
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attempting to investigate or advance an investigation, the DEA and its state and
local partners risked creating the appearance that they are more interested in
seizing and forfeiting cash than advancing a potential criminal investigation.
Petitions, Claims, and Returns for Sampled Seizures
We found that the Department had administratively forfeited part or all of the
100 seizures we sampled, collectively valued at approximately $6.5 million. For
14 of the 100 seizures we sampled, an individual such as an owner, lienholder, or
victim filed a petition or a claim. For five of these seizures, the Department
returned a portion of the seized cash, totaling $46,000, but went forward to
administratively forfeit the remainder, totaling $58,000. 48 Overall, that means that
of the $6.5 million forfeited from our seizure sample, the Department returned just
over $46,000 — or less than 1 percent — to petitioners and claimants. Further, we
found that 73 percent ($4.7 million of the $6.5 million) of the Department’s
forfeiture proceeds came from the 19 cash seizures greater than $100,000.
The number of petitions and claims filed, as well as the amount of seized
cash returned, from our sample further parallel the general conclusion we drew
from our analysis of petitions, claims, and returns for the overall population of DEA
seizures — that few of the petitions and claims filed resulted in a return of seized
cash. According to a DEA official we interviewed, the small number of claims or
petitions, and the even smaller number of instances in which assets were returned,
demonstrate that the DEA is correctly targeting criminals when making seizures.
However, advocates for asset forfeiture reform assert that the claim process is
unduly onerous and unfair, especially when claimants contest low-value seizures.
Reform advocates therefore assert that few claims are filed because the process to
file a claim is confusing and the cost to contest a low-value administrative
forfeiture, particularly if the claimant believes they need a lawyer to assist them, is
often greater than the value of the asset itself. 49 In response to these criticisms,
officials from the MLARS explained to us that they have created a Department-wide
notice of seizure and claim form to improve and clarify the process for filing a claim
to contest a forfeiture. 50
In our above finding, we explained that the Department does not collect and
analyze data on seizure and forfeiture activities that would enable it to fully
evaluate and monitor whether these efforts advance or are related to criminal
48

When an owner makes a claim against seized assets and a U.S. Attorney’s Office negotiates
a settlement, the government may return part of the seized property and forfeit the remainder.
49

Both the House of Representatives and the Senate have expressed concern with the
potential cost of legal representation when an individual seeks to contest a seizure. Recent legislative
proposals have sought to guarantee legal counsel to those financially unable to obtain representation
when contesting an administrative forfeiture. See Due Process Act of 2016, 114th Cong., 2nd sess.,
H.R. 5283, and Due Process Act of 2016, 114th Cong., 2nd sess., S. 3045. The Institute for Justice
also expressed concerns about this issue in its report Policing for Profit: The Abuse of Civil Asset
Forfeiture, 1st ed. (March 2010) and 2nd ed. (November 2015).
50
The claim form is now available at DOJ, “forfeiture.gov,” www.forfeiture.gov (accessed
March 24, 2017).
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investigations and/or present potential risks to civil liberties. Our sample further
demonstrates the significance of this finding because, for more than half of the
interdiction seizures we sampled, which were seized without a warrant, the DEA
could not verify whether they had advanced a criminal investigation. These
outcomes further illustrate the importance that the Department collect and evaluate
data that would allow it and its investigative components to identify those seizures
that do and do not achieve their legitimate law enforcement objectives.
We Identified a Certain Aspect of DEA Seizure Practice that Its Policies and Training
Did Not Fully Address
Our analysis of the seizures in our sample identified two instances in which
task force officers made different decisions in similar situations, which
demonstrates how seizure decisions can appear arbitrary. In both instances, the
person from whom cash was to be seized asked to retain some of the cash. In one
instance, task force officers agreed, and in one instance they did not. (See
Cases 2.A and 2.B.)
Case 2.A
A DEA confidential source gave information to DEA agents and task force officers working at an
airport about the suspicious travel activity of a passenger scheduled to arrive on a flight later in the
day. The source told officers that the passenger had paid for his ticket with a prepaid debit card
and cash. A task force officer later learned that the passenger had no checked luggage and
previously had been arrested for vehicle theft, firearms violations, and gambling violations.
When the passenger arrived, task force officers engaged in a consensual conversation with the
passenger that included questioning him about his travel plans, work history, and possession of
large sums of U.S. currency. The passenger confirmed that he was in possession of cash and
provided other details about his travel plans, as well as the origin and intended use of the currency
— details that the task force officers believed to be suspicious or false.
The task force officers obtained the passenger’s consent to search his duffel bag, which
contained four rubber-banded bundles of $100 bills in a toiletry bag. An officer noted that the
passenger’s hands were nervously shaking and his face was flushed during the interview. After the
seizure, a dog positively alerted to the presence of a controlled substance on the duffel bag.
When a task force officer explained that the U.S. currency in the bag was going to be seized
pending further investigation, the passenger asked whether he could keep some of the currency to
travel home. The passenger asserted that all of the currency in the bag was his, and the task force
officers allowed him to retain $1,000. This seizure resulted in an administrative forfeiture of
$27,000 to the U.S. government, and the DEA explained to the OIG that, other than the events
surrounding the seizure, there was no subsequent investigative activity or additional law
enforcement benefit.

We identified a comparable situation, at a different airport, during which a
suspected drug cash courier made a similar request to another group of task force
officers, who denied the request.
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Case 2.B
A task force officer at an airport received information from a confidential source regarding the
suspicious travel activity of an airline passenger who paid cash for her ticket about 90 minutes prior
to her flight’s departure. The officer referred the information to the task force at the passenger’s
destination airport, where task force officers engaged in a consensual conversation with the
passenger. The conversation included questions about her travel plans and whether she was in
possession of large sums of U.S. currency or transporting illegal narcotics. She explained that she
was on her way to visit family and go shopping in a U.S. southwest border city. She denied that
she was transporting illegal narcotics and stated that she was carrying $500.
A task force officer asked the passenger whether he could search her purse, and she agreed.
The search revealed U.S. currency closer to $5,000 after a base count. The passenger then stated
that she was carrying a “little over $5,000” but that only $525 of it was hers.
The passenger explained that she was transporting currency for an unknown individual in a
southeastern U.S. city and was traveling to the southwest border city to deliver the currency to
another unknown individual. When informed that the U.S. currency might be seized, the passenger
argued that $500 of the money was hers as payment for transporting the currency. When the
officer asked whether she realized that transporting narcotics proceeds was illegal, she stated that
$525 was hers and that she had removed it from an automatic teller the day before. She could not
provide documentation supporting this assertion or provide any documentation explaining why the
$525 was mixed in with the remainder of the money she was transporting. Task force officers did
not return any money to the passenger. The DEA seized $5,110, including the $525, all of which
was subsequently administratively forfeited to the federal government. According to the DEA, it
later determined that the passenger was working for a known crack cocaine dealer.

In both cases, task force officers concluded that the statements the
passengers provided were suspicious or untruthful and these conclusions
contributed to their decisions to seize the currency. However, while there are
factual differences between the situations, the inconsistent decisions of task force
officers indicate that more guidance may be needed to clarify how to best handle
such situations. The DEA confirmed that it does not have a policy governing
whether or under what circumstances a DEA agent or task force officer may or
should seize part of the value of an asset that he/she suspects to be entirely drug
proceeds and, conversely, when some currency may be returned to a suspected
courier. Without such a policy, DEA Special Agents and task force officers also
cannot receive consistent training on how to handle these situations. Although
Case 2.A may demonstrate the task force officer’s compassion for the suspected
cash courier and Case 2.B may demonstrate a higher level of suspicion regarding
the courier’s explanations, such disparate results risk creating the appearance that
decisions made during the course of seizure operations are arbitrary.
The Department Does Not Require Its State and Local Task Force Officers
to Receive Training on Federal Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Laws Prior to
Conducting Federal Seizures
We identified another gap in training, which pertains to state and local task
force officers. Specifically, we found that the Department does not require its task
force officers to receive training on federal asset seizure and forfeiture laws and
component seizure policies prior to conducting federal seizures. As a result, state
and local task force officers, who wield the same authorities to make seizures as
the Department’s Special Agents, may make federal seizures without receiving
training beyond what is included in their respective law enforcement academy
30

curricula. We highlight the lack of federal asset seizure training for state and local
task force officers as a concern because, as documented by the news media, state
and local officers sometimes receive training from commercial vendors that teach
aggressive search and seizure practices. 51
Although the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF); the
DEA; and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) all have slightly different
training requirements, each requires its Special Agents to receive training on
federal asset seizure and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies during
basic training. According to component officials responsible for asset seizure
training, this training includes civil rights and civil liberties issues as well as various
legal issues pertaining to asset seizure. Components have also developed
specialized training courses for asset seizure for Special Agents and Supervisory
Special Agents who regularly conduct seizure operations or have oversight of these
operations. Additionally, the MLARS offers a series of courses to federal, state, and
local law enforcement officials focused on asset seizure policy and practices,
financial investigations, and money laundering.
While ATF, the DEA, and the FBI require that their prospective Special Agents
receive component-developed asset seizure training before making seizures in the
field, we found that none of these three components mandates that its state and
local task force officers do so. Although task force officers told us that they receive
refresher or policy update trainings that convey important information, these
trainings occur after officers are federally deputized and already have had
opportunities to conduct Department-led seizure operations. 52 As a result, ATF, the
DEA, and the FBI cannot instruct all task force officers on Department- and
component-specific seizure policy and practices before task force officers make
federal seizures. This is of added significance, because the Department does not
have oversight of the asset seizure training curricula that state and local law
enforcement agencies provide to their officers, including trainings offered by
commercial vendors that may teach aggressive search and seizure practices.
We noted in our report on the DEA’s Use of Cold Consent Encounters that the
DEA Agents Manual describes search and seizure as “one of the most dynamic and
potentially confusing areas of the law today.” For this reason, we concluded that
interdiction training for members of interdiction task forces is “of the utmost
importance.” In that report, we found that not all DEA transportation interdiction
task force members received the DEA’s official transportation interdiction training,
51

In September 2014, the Washington Post published the “Stop and Seize” series of articles
that identified issues related to how contract training vendors teach aggressive highway interdiction
seizure techniques. During this review, we found that between FY 2007 and FY 2014 the Department
regularly used funds derived from its Assets Forfeiture Fund to hire the vendors identified in this
series. As of FY 2015, the MLARS no longer allows DOJ components to use funds derived from the
Assets Forfeiture Fund to hire any external training vendors.
52
Some task force officers explained that they received on-the-job refresher or policy update
training delivered by component management or Assistant U.S. Attorneys. In particular, when ATF
received authority to make seizures related to certain drug crimes, it held asset forfeiture refresher
training in all field divisions.
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and therefore that the DEA could not ensure that these officers would receive
training that is consistent with prevailing seizure and forfeiture law and DEA
standards. Similarly, we believe that unless the state and local officers serving on
Department task forces receive uniform training, the Department cannot ensure
that all of its task force officers will be working from the same base of seizure and
forfeiture knowledge as their Department partners.
The Attorney General’s Order Eliminates Most Opportunities for State and
Local Law Enforcement to Use Federal Forfeiture When Federal
Involvement in a Seizure is Limited; However, Current Policy Does Not
Address All Areas of Concern
On January 16, 2015, Attorney General Holder issued an Order limiting
adoptions, eliminating most opportunities for state and local law enforcement to
utilize federal forfeiture to access equitable sharing funds in situations in which
there is no active federal involvement in a state or local seizure. The impact of the
Order is evidenced by significant reductions in both the number and value of DEA
cash seizures since the issuance of the Attorney General’s Order. Despite the policy
changes discussed in this section, state and local law enforcement still have access
to equitable sharing funds derived from seizures resulting from joint transportation
interdiction operations although, as demonstrated above, these operations do not
always advance a federal criminal investigation or lead to federal prosecution.
As we discussed in the Introduction, the Attorney General’s Order ended
federal adoption of purely state and local law enforcement seizures (other than
certain public safety exceptions) and on February 10, 2015, the Department issued
Policy Directive 15-2 to help law enforcement officers and Assistant United States
Attorneys (AUSA) implement these limitations. 53 Policy Directive 15-2 requires the
Department’s law enforcement components to submit a request to an AUSA when
they want to pursue federal forfeiture for a seizure made by a state or local law
enforcement officer, pursuant to which the AUSA must determine whether there is
sufficient federal participation or oversight at the time of seizure to justify federal
forfeiture. If the AUSA determines that federal involvement was insufficient at the
time of the seizure to justify federal forfeiture, then, as set forth in in the Attorney
General’s Order, a federal seizure warrant must be obtained in order to pursue
federal forfeiture, apart from the public safety exception referenced above.
Officials in the Office of the Deputy Attorney General told us that one of the
purposes of the Attorney General’s Order was to prevent state and local law
enforcement from using federal forfeiture to access equitable sharing revenue that
otherwise would be unavailable to them under state seizure laws. As discussed
above, the prohibition on adoptive seizure affects the DEA most significantly
because, from FY 2007 through FY 2014, the DEA accounted for 88 percent of the
53
U.S. Attorney General Order, Prohibition on Certain Federal Adoptions of Seizures by State
and Local Law Enforcement Agencies, January 16, 2015 (see Appendix 2); DOJ Policy Directive 15-2,
Additional Guidance on the Attorney General’s January 16, 2015, Order on Adoptions, February 10,
2015 (see Appendix 3).
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number of the Department’s adoptive seizures, amounting to $742 million of the
$880 million total.
To determine whether the elimination of adoptions reduced the overall
number of DEA cash seizures, which would in turn reduce those DEA cash seizures
eligible for equitable sharing, we analyzed DEA cash seizure data from CATS. As
shown in Figure 4, there is a strong correlation between the issuance of the
Attorney General’s Order in January 2015 and the reduction in overall DEA cash
seizures. Specifically, as of the end of FY 2016, there was a 51 percent reduction in
the number of DEA cash seizures since a high of 9,502 in FY 2012, and a
34 percent reduction in the value of DEA cash seizures since a high of $498 million
in FY 2011.
Figure 4
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While the Attorney General’s Order and related guidance has limited state
and local law enforcement’s ability to access equitable sharing funds through
adoptive seizure, it does not preclude the federal forfeiture of property seized
through joint task forces or as a result of federal/state investigations, the proceeds
of which may then be eligible for equitable sharing. This may be of particular
concern because, as demonstrated above, seizures derived from joint
transportation interdiction operations may not always advance a federal criminal
investigation or lead to a prosecution.
According to the Department’s Asset Forfeiture Policy Manual, as a general
rule seizures should follow the investigation from which they arose. A federal
seizure should follow a federal investigation or prosecution, and a state seizure
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should follow a state investigation or prosecution. An MLARS official told us that
this general rule should prevent state and local law enforcement from using federal
forfeiture to access equitable sharing funds in situations in which there is not active
federal involvement in an investigation related to the seizure. However, this official
acknowledged that it is difficult to determine whether a seizure merits federal
forfeiture when it is derived as a result of a transportation interdiction operation in
which there is not an ongoing investigation precipitating or related to the seizure.
This official also added that the Department is still vulnerable to criticism of
seizures derived from transportation interdiction operations and that the MLARS
continues to work with the DEA to update policy to clarify what seizures involving
state and local law enforcement do or do not justify federal forfeiture. While the
Attorney General’s Order and related policy guidance limiting the use of adoption
may help to focus the use of federal forfeiture authority, as we emphasized above,
the Department has not yet fully leveraged data that would help to identify those
seizures that do and do not achieve their legitimate law enforcement objectives.
Until the Department does so, it cannot develop and implement policy to fully
ensure federal forfeiture is used appropriately.
During the course of the current review, we also became aware that DEA
agents in the field may not have been interpreting Policy Directive 15-2 as
intended. In reviewing the sample of 100 seizures, we identified multiple
transportation interdiction seizures in which a DEA agent formally made a seizure,
even though a state or local law enforcement officer independently initiated the
encounter that led to seizure or had developed much or all of the probable cause
referenced as supporting the seizure. 54 Although our sampled seizures occurred
prior to the issuance of the Attorney General’s Order and Policy Directive 15-2, we
asked the DEA whether these seizures would require AUSA review had they
occurred subsequent to the issuance of these directives. The DEA initially
responded that if DEA agents formally made these types of seizures, they would not
have to seek AUSA review; however, after we issued the working draft of this
report, DEA headquarters officials acknowledged that the initial response was
incorrect and that such review would have been required. 55

54
We do not provide the specific number of seizures formally made by DEA, based largely on
the actions of state and local law enforcement, because the documentation does not always include
enough information to determine the precise level of involvement of DEA agents.
55

DEA headquarters personnel explained there was early confusion regarding the application
of the Attorney General’s Order and Policy Directive 15-2 and that the initial responses, likely provided
by field agents, reflect this confusion. DEA headquarters personnel added that while the initial
answers were incorrect, and that some confusion among field agents may still exist regarding the
application of these directives, field office and DEA headquarters supervisory review would identify
when the directives were interpreted inconsistently and would ensure compliance with the directives
when comparable seizures occur under the new policies. Given the timing of our fieldwork, we did not
review seizures occurring after the issuance of the Attorney General’s Order and Policy Directive 15-2.
Therefore, we cannot fully determine the extent to which incorrect interpretations of guidance affect
current seizure activities.
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The Attorney General’s Order Seeks to Prevent Law Enforcement from
Using Adoption to Circumvent State Seizure Laws; It Also May Have the
Potential to Affect Cooperation between Federal and State and Local Law
Enforcement
Congress intended for equitable sharing to increase cooperation between
federal and state and local law enforcement through the distribution of forfeiture
revenues to state and local law enforcement. 56 We were told about two ways in
which equitable sharing can facilitate such cooperation. First, because Department
guidelines governing equitable sharing allow police departments to use these funds
to pay the salary and benefits of officers hired to fill vacancies created when a law
enforcement agency assigns officers to a federal task force, it financially supports
state and local participation in such task forces. 57 Second, it facilitates information
sharing by providing an opportunity that might not otherwise exist for DEA agents
to develop DEA investigations using information collected by state and local law
enforcement.
In order to consider the impact of the Attorney General’s order on
cooperation between federal and state and local law enforcement, we looked at
CATS equitable sharing data and identified two states in which adoptions appeared
to form a key component of the funding to support such collaborative efforts —
Nebraska and North Carolina. 58 Table 8 below shows equitable sharing distributions
derived from DEA seizures made between FY 2007 and FY 2014 to these states. As
a result of the DEA’s adoptive seizures, state and local law enforcement in Nebraska
and North Carolina received equitable sharing distributions of $24.6 million and
$56.1 million, respectively, which represented 91 and 55 percent, respectively, of
the value of the total equitable sharing revenues distributed in these states. By
comparison, the DEA’s overall adoptive seizure activities accounted for only
18 percent of the value of equitable sharing revenues distributed to state and local
law enforcement nationwide during this time.

56

21 U.S.C. § 881(e)(3).

57

DOJ MLARS, Guide to Equitable Sharing for State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies

(2009).
58

We focused our analysis of CATS data on DEA adoptive seizure activities and related
equitable sharing distributions because the DEA was responsible for the vast majority — 88 percent —
of the Department’s adoptive seizures between FY 2007 and FY 2014 (non-inclusive of firearms and
ammunition). Our further analysis identified specific states in which law enforcement received
relatively high proportions of equitable sharing revenues derived from the DEA’s adoptive seizure
activities between FY 2007 and FY 2014, the 8 full fiscal years prior to the issuance of the Attorney
General’s Order. In particular, we found that among all state and local law enforcement agencies
throughout the country, agencies in North Carolina and Nebraska were the only ones to rank in the
top six of both the total value and the higher proportion of equitable sharing revenues derived from
the DEA’s adoptive seizures.
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Table 8
Equitable Sharing Distributions to State and Local Law Enforcement in
Nebraska and North Carolina Derived from DEA Adoptive and Non-Adoptive
Seizures, FY 2007 – FY 2014
Equitable Sharing
Distributions
Derived from
Adoptions

%

Equitable Sharing
Distributions
Derived From
Non-Adoptions

%

Total

Nebraska

$24.6

91%

$2.5

9%

$27.1

North Carolina

$56.1

55%

$45.8

45%

$101.9

$515.6

18%

$2,273.5

82%

$2,789.1

DEA Overall

Notes: We express equitable sharing values in millions. All values include distributions to state, local,
and tribal law enforcement agencies.
Source: CATS

We visited sites in Nebraska and North Carolina to learn why law
enforcement used adoptive seizure disproportionately to non-adoptive seizures, and
to attempt to determine the effects of the Department’s decision to limit adoptions.
We found, through our interviews with law enforcement officials, that the primary
reason law enforcement in these states has disproportionately used adoptive
seizure is that their states’ forfeiture laws restrict law enforcement’s use of
forfeiture. In 1999, Nebraska’s Supreme Court ruled that civil forfeiture cannot be
pursued in addition to a criminal prosecution — a ruling that was in force up to April
2016. 59 As a result, at the time of our review, local police and county prosecutors
in Nebraska had to pursue either criminal prosecution or the forfeiture of assets
related to the underlying crime. 60 Conversely, in North Carolina, asset forfeiture
related to drug crimes can be pursued only in addition to criminal prosecution,
effectively eliminating law enforcement’s option to use state administrative or civil
forfeiture to take possession of the seized proceeds of crime. 61
DEA and Nebraska and North Carolina law enforcement officials told us that
the Department’s limitation on adoptions can diminish the extent of law
enforcement cooperation. These officials explained that this is because of the
ability to use equitable sharing funds to support its contribution of personnel to
federally led task forces and joint investigations. However, we could not verify this
assertion because it was beyond the scope of our review to perform an in-depth
analysis that would allow us to assess whether the Attorney General’s Order has
resulted in these two states diminishing their participation in DEA task forces and, if
59

State of Nebraska v. Franco, 257 Neb. 15, 594 N.W.2d 633 (1999).

60

In April 2016, Nebraska amended its forfeiture laws, which now require a criminal
conviction related to an illegal drug, child pornography, or illegal gambling offense in order to forfeit
property. Additionally, state and local agencies are now prohibited from transferring from other
authorities seized cash and property under $25,000, though this restriction does not apply to property
physically seized by a federal agent. See Neb. Rev. Stat. § 28-1463.01 (2016).
61

N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 75D-5, 90-112; State v. Jones, 158, N.C. App. 465 (2003).
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they have diminished their participation, whether their reduced participation has
had a measurable impact on drug enforcement in those two states.
DEA and Nebraska and North Carolina state and local law enforcement
officials further explained that the Attorney General’s Order is likely to adversely
affect the information sharing between federal and state and local law enforcement
that comes with such cooperation. These officials pointed to the information
sharing that can result from DEA agents receiving information from state and local
law enforcement. However, we do not know the extent to which adoption has
assisted the DEA in developing investigations because, as discussed earlier in this
report, Department investigative components do not collect data that would allow
them to evaluate how often any seizure, including adoptive seizure, advances
criminal investigations. Therefore, we cannot fully evaluate the degree to which
restricting adoption has impacted drug investigations in states like Nebraska and
North Carolina. Indeed, some DEA officials told us that the contribution to criminal
investigations of state and local highway interdiction seizures that resulted in
adoptions may have been limited even before the Attorney General’s Order because
most were “one and done”: the adopted state or local seizure was likely a one-time
event and unlikely to contribute to a criminal investigation, be it state or federal.
According to officials from the Office of the Deputy Attorney General and the
MLARS, two of the purposes of the Attorney General’s Order were to prevent state
and local law enforcement from using adoption to obtain federal forfeiture revenue
that is unavailable under state seizure laws and to prevent the Department from
forfeiting assets seized by state and local law enforcement without federal
oversight. Our analysis indicates that the Department has accomplished these
objectives to a significant extent. However, given the potential described to us for
the Attorney General’s Order to also affect law enforcement cooperation, especially
in states that have restrictive forfeiture laws, we believe that the Department also
should monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s Order and seek to mitigate any
negative impact it may have on law enforcement cooperation.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Asset seizure and forfeiture can provide considerable benefits to law
enforcement. Seizure and forfeiture can financially undermine criminal
organizations and deter illegal behavior by taking the profit incentive out of crime.
Intelligence gathered incident to and as a result of a seizure can also contribute to
case development and criminal prosecutions. However, asset seizure and forfeiture
also present unique potential risks to civil liberties. This is especially true for cash
seizures made without a court-issued warrant that result in administrative forfeiture
because law enforcement can seize and forfeit this fungible property without
charging the owner with a crime and without any court involvement or review.
In light of these concerns, we believe that it is important for the Department
to assess (1) whether these types of seizures benefit law enforcement efforts and
(2) the extent to which these types of seizures present potential risks to civil
liberties. We found that the Department neither formally collects nor evaluates the
data necessary to determine whether its seizures and forfeitures advance or relate
to federal investigations. Instead, we found that the Department uses the data it
collects primarily to report on the types of assets seized and the financial results of
its forfeiture efforts. As a result, the Department and its investigative components
cannot fully evaluate and oversee their seizure and forfeiture activities to ensure
that they are used to advance investigations that help to dismantle criminal
organizations and that they do not present a potential risk to civil liberties.
In the absence of seizure-specific metrics that would allow us to use
aggregate data to evaluate how seizures and forfeitures have related to criminal
law enforcement activities, we reviewed a judgmental sample of DEA cash seizures.
We focused our analysis on DEA operations because the DEA conducted 80 percent
of the Department’s cash seizures between FY 2007 and FY 2016.
Our analysis revealed three important areas for the Department’s
consideration. First, most of these seizures occurred in interdiction settings, in
which trained law enforcement officers make on-the-spot assessments of fastmoving factual situations to initiate encounters that lead to seizure. This is
particularly relevant in light of the OIG’s findings in a recent report highlighting
potential risks to civil liberties associated with cold consent encounters that occur
during transportation interdiction operations. 62 Second, as a result of our review of
DEA records and subsequent discussions with DEA officials, we determined that the
DEA could verify that only 44 of the 100 seizures we sampled had advanced or
were related to criminal investigations. Third, we identified instances, not
addressed by DEA policy, in which task force officers had made different decisions
in similar situations when deciding whether to seize all of the cash they had
discovered. While the factual situations vary from case to case, such differences in
treatment demonstrate how seizure decisions can appear arbitrary, which in turn
62

DOJ OIG, Cold Consent Encounters, i.
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can fuel public perception that law enforcement is not using this powerful authority
legitimately.
We also learned the Department’s investigative components do not require
their state and local task force officers to receive training on federal asset seizure
and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies prior to conducting federal
seizures, despite the fact that they work with and wield the same seizure
authorities as the Department’s Special Agents. We believe that the Department
and its components should take additional steps, in policy and training
development, to ensure that seizures are conducted consistently and that all law
enforcement officers who have the authority to make federal seizures are aware of
federal seizure and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies prior to
conducting seizures.
We also found that the Attorney General’s 2015 Order and related guidance
eliminates most opportunities for state and local law enforcement to use federal
forfeiture to avail themselves of equitable sharing proceeds when federal
involvement in a seizure is limited. This is evidenced by a one-half reduction in the
annual number of DEA cash seizures and a one-third reduction in the annual value
of DEA cash seizures following the 2015 Order. However, this policy and related
guidance do not preclude the federal forfeiture of property seized through
federal/state investigations or joint task force operations, such as joint
transportation interdiction operations. This may be of particular concern because,
as demonstrated in this report, these seizures may not always advance a federal
criminal investigation or lead to a prosecution.
Based on our analysis, we also determined that the limitation on adoptions
resulting from the Attorney General’s Order has financially affected state and local
law enforcement, especially in at least two states where law enforcement frequently
had used federal adoption because of restrictive state forfeiture laws. Prior to the
Attorney General’s Order and Department guidance, law enforcement in these
states had received significant equitable sharing revenues from adoption, which
they told us they had used in part to fund the participation of officers on federally
led task forces and in joint investigations. We believe that it is important for the
Department to monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s Order and take steps
to ensure that its financial impacts do not undermine valuable law enforcement
cooperation.
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Recommendations
To improve the Department’s ability to manage its oversight of asset seizure
and forfeiture activities, we recommend that the Money Laundering and Asset
Recovery Section work with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives; the Drug Enforcement Administration; the Federal Bureau of
Investigation; the Asset Forfeiture Management Section; and the U.S. Attorney’s
Offices to:
1.

Develop ways to collect relevant data related to seizure and forfeiture
activities sufficient to identify and evaluate whether seizures advance or are
related to federal investigations.

2.

Review seizure practices to determine whether more-specific policy guidance
and/or training is needed to ensure consistency in seizure operations.

3.

Ensure that state and local task force officers receive training on federal
asset seizure and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies before they
conduct or participate in federal seizures.

4.

Monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s 2015 Order that eliminated
most types of federal adoptions of state and local seizures, and seek to
mitigate any negative effects on law enforcement cooperation.
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APPENDIX 1
EXPANDED METHODOLOGY
Standards
The OIG conducted this review in accordance with the Council of the
Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency’s Quality Standards for Inspection
and Evaluation (January 2012).
Data Analysis
We requested from the Department’s Asset Forfeiture Management Section
(AFMS) summary data detailing the seizure and forfeiture activities of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF); the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA); and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) between
FY 2007 and FY 2016. The AFMS provided this data from the Department’s
Consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS). From this data, we sought to identify
the number and value of assets seized, returned, forfeited, and distributed to state,
local, and tribal law enforcement through equitable sharing during the scope of our
review.
During a law enforcement operation or encounter, multiple assets may be
seized. In certain instances, multiple pieces of property may be seized from one or
more than one individual. We do not include the Department’s seizures of firearms
and ammunition in our calculation of adoptive seizures because the Attorney
General’s Order does not apply to the adoption of these asset types. Additionally,
our analysis of cash seizures includes the total number of assets that are coded as
“Cash/Currency” in CATS. The Department acknowledges that errors in coding
occur, and as a result these numbers may be overstated or understated.
Site Visits
We selected sites based on a variety of factors to gain an understanding of
the diversity of seizure activities throughout the country. These factors include
geographic location, volume of seizure activities, volume of adoptive seizure
activities, and amount of equitable sharing revenues derived from those adoptive
seizures. Because the DEA was involved in 88 percent of all DOJ adoptive seizures
between FY 2007 and FY 2014 (excluding firearms and ammunition) and due to the
volume of DEA cash seizure activities that resulted in administrative forfeiture
during that period, we conducted the majority of our site visits at DEA locations.
We visited eight DEA offices within four field divisions: Los Angeles and Riverside,
California (Los Angeles Division); Greensboro, Raleigh, and Wilmington, North
Carolina (Atlanta Division); Milwaukee and Madison, Wisconsin (Chicago Division);
and Omaha, Nebraska (St. Louis Division). Though ATF and the FBI are involved in
considerably fewer cash seizures resulting in administrative forfeiture, we also
wanted to understand their seizure operations in the field. We visited one ATF field
office in Wilmington, North Carolina, and one FBI field office in Los Angeles,
California.
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During these site visits, we interviewed federal law enforcement officers and
state and local law enforcement officers who serve as members of federal law
enforcement or task force groups. Our questions focused on law enforcement’s role
in seizure and forfeiture activities; oversight controls on these activities; and how
ATF, the DEA, and the FBI are implementing the Attorney General’s 2015 Order
prohibiting certain federal adoptions and related guidance. We also sought to
determine how the Department measures the performance of seizure activities and
evaluates their benefits to law enforcement.
Interviews
We interviewed current ATF, DEA, and FBI officials about their roles in asset
seizure and forfeiture activities. These interviews occurred at component
headquarters and regional field office locations. While at headquarters locations,
we spoke with management staff responsible for the administration of asset seizure
and forfeiture activities. We also spoke with headquarters officials to discuss the
capabilities of their investigative agencies’ case management systems.
While at field locations, we spoke with Assistant Special Agents in Charge,
supervisory Special Agents, non-supervisory Special Agents, non-federal task force
officers, and contract support personnel. Additionally, in Nebraska, we spoke with
senior leadership from state and local law enforcement agencies that partner with
federal law enforcement.
We met with officials from the Department’s Money Laundering and Asset
Recovery Section and discussed their roles in overseeing the Department’s asset
seizure and forfeiture activities, developing seizure and forfeiture policy, and
managing the Equitable Sharing Program. We also met with officials from the
Office of the Deputy Attorney General to discuss how and why the Department
decided to issue the Attorney General’s Order. In addition, we interviewed officials
from the Asset Forfeiture Management Section to gain a better understanding of
their role in administering CATS.
We conducted our final series of interviews by telephone with 12 Assistant
U.S. Attorneys who are responsible for asset forfeiture in their respective U.S.
Attorney’s Offices. During these interviews, we asked how they review seizures
made by state and local law enforcement to determine whether federal involvement
in a seizure has been sufficient to justify federal forfeiture.
Document Review
We reviewed the federal laws, Department policy, and investigative
component policy relevant to asset seizure, asset forfeiture, adoption, and equitable
sharing. We paid particular attention to the Attorney General’s Order, as well as
related guidance. We also examined state laws, congressional testimony, news
articles, and public interest group reports relevant to Department asset seizure and
forfeiture activities. Given the timing of our fieldwork, we did not review seizures
occurring after the issuance of the Attorney General’s Order and related guidance.
Therefore, we cannot fully determine the extent to which incorrect interpretations
of guidance are currently affecting seizure activities.
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Sample of DEA Seizure and Forfeiture Activities
We evaluated a judgmental sample of cash seizures from a population of
seizures that we believed were particularly susceptible to civil liberties concerns —
seizures in which the DEA pursued administrative forfeiture, the CATS seizure
method field indicated that seizure was effected without a warrant, and the
accompanying DEA Geo-Drug Enforcement Program code indicated that the seizure
was made without the presence of illicit narcotics. We identified a total population
of 765 DEA cash seizures that occurred during FY 2012 that met the above criteria
and selected a random sub-sample of 100 seizures to evaluate further.
We analyzed CATS data, including probable cause narratives uploaded to
CATS by the DEA, related to these 100 seizures in an attempt to determine the
following: (1) the type of enforcement operations used to generate the seizures;
(2) the factors the DEA and its state and local partners used to develop reasonable
suspicion to initiate encounters that led to seizures; (3) the factors the DEA and its
state and local partners used to establish probable cause for seizures; (4) the
number of seizures that were returned to the owner prior to forfeiture; and (5) the
extent to which seizures advanced or were related to ongoing investigations,
initiated new investigations, led to arrests, or led to prosecution. From our review
of these narratives we were able to determine that 29 of the sampled seizures had
advanced or were related to ongoing investigations, initiated new investigations, led
to arrests, or led to prosecution. For the remaining 71 seizures, we asked the DEA
to provide us additional documentation that would indicate whether a seizure met
the above conditions. Based on this additional documentation, we made our final
determinations, detailed in Table 7, as to the number of sampled seizures that
advanced or were related to a criminal investigation.
According to the DEA, it is difficult to assess whether seizures advanced or
related to a federal investigation, as it can take years for the broader law
enforcement benefits of a seizure to become evident. For example, a seizure may
occur at the beginning of an investigation, and it may take many years before an
arrest or prosecution related to that investigation occurs. Therefore, we selected
seizures made during FY 2012 in an attempt to capture all the law enforcement
activities that occurred during the 3 full years following the seizure.
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APPENDIX 2
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S ORDER PROHIBITING CERTAIN FEDERAL
ADOPTIONS
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POLICY DIRECTIVE 15-2: ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE
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{O adopt asse\S seized by ~ta{e or local law tI1forccmcnt under stale law in order for the property
(0 be forfeiled under federal law (referred W in the Attomc:y (kncnll'. order as "federal
adopti ons"). The order does oot apply 10 the fo llo";ng c;reumstances: (I) sei"""" hy slate and
100al auli>e>rili •• worling 1O~<1ber ,,;th federal authorities in a joint tas1; force; (2) seizures by
sta1~ and local autborilies Ibat "'" the ""ull ofjoinI federal-state investigations or lhat are
coordinated with fedcTal 1Iuthorilie, as pan o f ""going fed<ra1 investigalioo,; or (3) seizures
pursuant 10 federal oci,ure warmnl •. obtained from federal courts 10 take custooy of IOSScts
originally seized under ,\ate ]1IW.
Thi, !>Oliey diTettive provide, guidance re&"f"iling wm11",r a

sei ~ure

fall . within the first

and second cireum>\anccs menlior><'ll above, na",ely whelher it (I) is a seizure by stale a M Io<al
a utbo rities woding together with federal aUlhorities in a joim task force (a "t",,~ forc" sciwrt:
or (2) re,ults from ajoint federal-stat. invrstigarion or i. coordinaled with federal authorities as
pan <>f an ongoing federal investigation (a 'joi nt in,,,tigation .. i""re").
M

),

Central W the a pplication of the Altomey General'. oro", is wh<1h<r there

"'"as

federal

law ~nfOTcement oversight or participat ioo at the lime of sei,ute by Slate and local law
enforcement . To en,u,"", .uflieient fedcml paniei""ti on in oil ocizlII':S that load 10 fcd~ral
forfeiture, an attornt)' fr<>m a feJcr.u agroo:y musl provide Jusliftcation in writing fu r the fede ral
forfeiture of an oSS<:l thaI is seized by a $!ak or local law enforeemem officer as a task for"" Or
joint im, ..ti~on .. izurc, applying the faclOrn o .. tlir><d It-dow. A ]>105etUlO!" nI the U ,S,
Attorney'. Office for lbe district where the se;ZlIn: took pI""" (or ifth. oriz"", ;, pan of on
ongoi ng iDve<1igarion, a p<O>CCutor at lbe ",levanl U.S. Attomey's Office or Ilt:partmcn!
litigaling section) lhen must ag=, in wri ling, thallh. forf~ i lure is penn issible illlder the
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,
Attorney General', order. I 'This requirem ... , extends 10 aI11)'""" of forfeiture, ;I'IOluding
a<imini""'li,"e.' Fed.ral proSC<:UlOl'S .sked to provide .rod. agreement must also consiJcr the
facl<.>rs bdow ",he", determ ining ","heIher the seizure constitutes either a task [01<. or joint
in"e,{igation ""izur<_

•

,,

W . , I. ~ S."u .... U Jo<l<,d by . ~-ed .....1 Task Fon:< Offi ur'? · ·Is the state and Ioca.I
law enforcement officer ",1m df""ted the seiz"", a task foT'C. officer 00 .joim federal
o"d slale 1aSl: force? Is (he offie .... deputized l<> rnforce federal criminal law under eilhe ,

Titl. 18 Of Title 21? I""'" the officer posse," credential. i$$uod by • fode",llaw
cnfo=ment age",,),? Is the office, ossigDtd to work on a task fora: full·lim.? Is lhe
officer Ix.>wId b)' Ill< rule .. regu lat ioos, and policies \hOi olherwise go"....... lh. ""nd"", of
fedcral agCIrts emplo)'ed by !he agenty thaI issued the credentials 10 the officer? If{he
omcer Is assigned (0 the task

ft"'''' only part time

()I"

for a 5P<'CmC investigation, do the

fuets clearly demonstrate that {be sc:izun: ",II-' part of the officer's task foree duties mther
than a Slate or local law enforcement action, as describe<! below?
•

W~r •

•' «1 . .. 1 Authorilies In ' 'olvtd I'r iorTo ami AI Ih . Mnm","

or Mi~ u l"¢~

_ Was

the s<;izun; made ",ilh d iTe<t. pre·scizure im'olvcmenl by federal law enforcemenl? For

example, allhe lime of the ..,izuro, was the seizing offICer ""ling under !he dira:,ion of,
or in real_lime. hand_in_hand coopcra\ion ""lh, federal law cnforo:m""t? Was II",
.. izure made as part of a preexi,ting f.deral or joint federal-state investigalion in which
fedeml agen1S are im'oh'ed in lhe pursuit of federal criminal charge,?
•

Oot" he S. i,ul"¢ ~ elat. l'rimanly t o Slale u r Local Law .: nror ~nI.lll Act ion!
Was the scil.ute made pursuant to a
seizure wamml wilOOU' federal invoh'<:mcnt'i I,
the s\atc pursuing a crimina! cas< under slale law againsllhe ,,"ncr of the property? Did
\he officer seize the assel plltSLLlIlI to hi' Or her authorily as a stale or IocalIHw
enfo=mCni officer?

'Ia'.

If the application of lhc", facIO'" by • fecieral prosecutor lead. to lhe condu";on tha,
there was insufficient federal law cnforccmcn' "" .., ight or rwtieipalioo at the time ofXiz!!!Jl
then, a. SCI forth in the Anomey General', oruer, a federal SC;Z!!!Jl WaITont must be obtai"ed in
unleT to pursue federal forfeiture, unless the seized asset qualifies for federal agency adoption
under'l>o nalTOw public •• fety exception,

aml written agret'ment
from a U.S. Attorney's Office or l)erwtment litigating """lion will take elTeet March l. 2015
'In implcm<nting this rr<juir<:mcn1, fcd.",1 pmsecut"", mUSl stri". 10 respond in a tin,ely
manner given the 6O-<lay ""tice requin:mento """taina! in 1KU.S .C. § 983 and 19 U,S,C , §
1607, as well os the 0SIie1 custody timeline:l aml jXllicios implemented by Ihe U.S. Marshal.
f><,n'ice and too federal ..,i7,ing agencies,
, The requirement of writtcn j ustification from fedora! 8f;ency co""",,1
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F.ach :ls I ized by SUit lind ](!call~w c:n ol'Cem~nt thai is rorli::it d feric!"!! ll)' tn\lS1 b
reported to tile. JlJsti.ce Manll!!Cfl)Cfl[ Oi j~io 'l (JMD) lhrougb (he nsolidatcd A= t Tmcli:ing
, y: (em ( A' J. willi an looicution lIS to ....fLolhcr tbe i7lll'e quali fi r;! for the pllbll SIIfety
cl(ocption fell into [he ta~k Fo or •OLD! iO''e5!ig<1tioo seizlIre crItcgories, or wa~ scizOO fed raJIy
tlirollgh 11\ seizure WIlfl.8DLJ In addition, 811ell!!C[mn;c t\Jld paper ~ords relating to the federnl
f. .fC[~ clf,e-...ch lit al Wid by ~u illId local law 'eI\iarccmellt ruu~[ be mahlll1l,~>d In <:o.:nlr.,l
Jocation by tnc Assct ForfC'iltm: Coc)I'din"'or of IJ ., " Attorney S Officc OJ hy tOO As!ll![
ForfeiLUre lind MeIne)' UlIJodl'.rill:g '. cOon. for tile pUlJIOSCS of r-oviow, ru n d~d.,

,I

If )'01I1tl1'.'C quc&ioos regarding this policy directive 0' I] lIpplil:ation of 11K: Attorney
GctlOl'nl' olXler, please e<ml 1'1 Ihe AJi5ct Forfeitl.lre IlOd Money Launderl" Soctlon at 02) 514
126) ,

A S (0 \'lIto'" ~'COcies 10 c:lectrQllical1, track IIrJ ~
illj(,fI'IlfIli D, Ili!I1IIcl,· whctbu !ho pcrson who C'ffcclOO Ihe selzlm: W' ~ stale or local offioer,
whcthe.r !be seizure initially IN fl d ;!:! jJ4tII of~ i:d.c:rn:1I.IJsk force 0 joit'l l ill esl1g;.itiOIl, ruJd
( h ~ yiJ,le ~Dl.1 nmne 0 the tbdcral proscclltOf awr"win Ine pUllIIIlil Iff fcder~1 farfclmrC'.. The
appro\'111doC'llltlC'Jlts for ~h _
rn~ be: upl.oodro to eDDC.~ for re\'l~w. Unlit!be CA'] .
I.pdal.e is <:ornplcle, agencies must IllI!illually [rack Ihls i1IfOJlIDltl101l so !bal it is avsils ble fClf
3

L· a- this year, JMD will be IIpdatin

w.rn:.s

5ubscqll ' n( subnlissk>ll lind ~"le''''.
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APPENDIX 4
THE CRIMINAL DIVISION’S RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT REPORT
U.S.

DCI,ar l lll~ ul

Ur Ju. (i ~~

Criminal Division

Man;h 17,21H7

MEMORANDUM

TO;

Nina S. Pelletier
Assistant lnspe<:tor Ucne,pl, Evalumion and Inspections
Department of J ustice Ofiice "flnspector Geneml
Kenneth A, Ulanc()
)\
A,ting Assistant Attorney GC'Tlernl
Criminal Division

sun,m er:

Response I<> the Oflke of the Inspector Gene",]'s february 201 'i Fornml
Draft " Review of Ihe Det3Jtmcnl's Oven<ighl of Cash Seizure and
Forfeiture ACli vities"

The Departmenl of Justice (Dcpartmenl)app=iates the opportunity to respond 10 the
Oflice of the Inspc,tor General 's February 20 II foruml draft of its Ke>'i",,' of the lkpa"lml'nl 'J
OwrsighJ ofCmh Seiz"re ami Forf~jlarE AClivi!i~s Fonnal Draft (Fonnal Draft), In addilion, we
lhank Ihe Ofliee of Inspector General for Ihe consideration lhat it has given to some of our prior
remark .... evid~nce<J hy changes to the Fonnal Draft. Nevertheless, the Department slill has
s ignilicant concerns regarding Ih~ FonnaJ Oral\' and specifically lhe sample of \ ()() ass;;ts lhat
forms Ihe COre orlhe Fonnal Drall's discussion of the Department's forfeiture activiticl. As an
initial m~lIer, there is a fundamental disconnect !xtween the Formal Draft's title------and ils
conclusions and re~ommondalions-----nnd It... sample of cas"" upon which lh~ Fonnal Draft relies.
Worw still, lhe conclusions Ihe Fornal [)raft draws from this sample arc unsupported by the
dal<t-indced, the data in many cases contradicti the Formal Draft·s conclusions.
When Ihe Inspeclor General began ilS review ofthe Asset Forfeiture Program (Prowam)
in 20\4, a robusl public debatc about the IXpanmenCs us<: of a"""'t forfeiture was aln::dy well
undem.,,)'. In order for lhe fotnmll)raft 10 meaningfully conlribute 10 Ihal debale, however, il
must rely on accurale and limely information or il risks unfairly undennining a vitally important
law mfo:cement tool. Indeed, lhe ForUtal Draft fails eve n to acknowledge the scale of Ihe
problem that as""t forfeiture is inlended to combat- that is, the slaggering volume o f illicit
proceeds (often cash) Ihat arc gcnernlcd globally and which criminal actors move and cunceaJ in
increasingly creative ways. In fael. the United Nalioll8 Ofiice of Drugs and Crime pre'liously
noted thU criminals may have laundered as mu{h as $2 tril l ion dollars-------<t slaggering 5 percenl of
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Responsc to the OIG's February 2017 Fonnal Draft "]{e"iew ofthe
Depa11ment's Oven;ight of Ca:<h Seizure and Forfeiture Activities"
the global GDP- in 2016, but ouly a small fractiou of those proceeds were seized or frozen, See
United Nations Office on Drug.. and Crime, Money Laundering and Globalization
(hups:I/",""w,unodc.orglunoddcnlmoncy'laundcringiglobaliuuion.htm I; last visited March I 3,
201 7). C loser 10 home, asset f(lrfeilUre is a critical tool to fight the current heroin and opioid
epidemie tbat is raging in the United States, t '" it allows law enforcement to seize the proceeds
of drug-rdated ~rimcs and deter future criminal activity.

The usc of asset forfeit ure is thus essential to comool1ing SOme ofthe most sophisticated
criminal acton; and organizatiom.-including terrorisl financiers. cyber criminals, fraudsters.
hwnan traffickers, and transnational dnlg canels----and it is therdore essential that any review of
the Depanment's policies p"eSenL~ policymakcrs with meaningful and reliable infonnalion. This
response provides the requestc>d fonnal, writlen response to Ihe Fonnal Dra{\' s llndings and
~commendations and details the Deparlment's concerns ahoutthe use of a highly
unreprescnlative sample of dala and. the suhsequent misurulef>1anding of lhal dala in the Fom lal
[)raft.

'llIe Depanroent stand. ready to continue to share its e"'tensi W;, data, and to assist Ihe
InSP'!"tor General in sorting through and making sense of that data, to ensure that this report is a.
accurate and infonnativc as possible.
Ex~cuti\"C

Snm ma ry

Asset forfeiture is, first and foremosl, a law enJorecment program . I3<Jth criminal and
civil asset folfeiture enable the Department to compensate victims, deprive criminals of the
proceeds oflheir crimes, remove lhe tools of crime from criminal organizations, and deter crime.
Because ",'<.,<,t forfeiture is a powerful and effective lawenforecmcnttool, the Department is
committed 10 ensuring that il is used appropriately. The Department therefore agrees that
effeclive oversighl may help to assure th<.' public that component agencies continue to use seizure
and forfcilure authorities appropriatdy ,
We further ng.ree th,u the ongoing public debate aboul asset forfeiture is healtby, and that
the Formal Draft can contribute to the debate aboul how best to halanc<: lhe law enforcement
goals of the Program wilh the prol<.."Ction of pmperty holden;: but to do so, the Fonnal Drall mu,1
inc lude ac<:urate a nd timely infonnation and provide an accurate picture of Ihe Department's use
of asset forfeiture.
The Department has two main concernS with the data sct relied upou by the Inspeclor
General in the Fonnal Draft. Firsl, tho majorily oflhe 100 sampl ed assds appear 10 be linked to
ongoing cases and do not appear 10 implicatc civi l I il>erties concc'l1ls in the ways thai the Formal
I In • Sept,mber 20 16 rr= re l.... <, I..

[)ep'''''''"' "",,,,.-ed, "lbe bernin lin" pre.rnptioo opioid cpid.mic i. on<

of the moot lJI"g.n, 10'" ... f"",.."e"1 and pub lic h<.I,h ch. I ~.. facing our c,,"nily. Th. Dq»nm"" of l{oahh and
I r.man S<r>Ii<<< r«e"tty anoou"",~ ,"'" 3.8 million people "8"" 12 and ollk! _ cUITC1llly mi •• ,jng pre«' ipt '''''
p.i" .. Ii<"...,.. in our COLlll1ry. ln 201 4, ""'''' tIwI .ix'y ptT«n1 of tho 47,000 <Irug o ... roo.e dealh, in America
i"vot.. d opiQid>, reH«ting. dnmt>lic incr"",. 0'·" tho pm 1"·0 ~ •." .,*,
Ott"':!ill'''''' . ic< ,goy: om,'[J{;
i'e-r.I ....... ,""'<1I.v·"'.roo~,,-r>rp< ri p1ioll"2l'ioid·,,,d. he.-o''''

i""

,\cp,,,,,,.,,1-j ,,"

<pi(i<mic.

2
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Response to the 010>. February 2017 Fonnal Dratl "Review of the
Dcpanment's Ovcnight of Cash Seizure nnd Forfeiture Activitics~
Draft concluded. Se<;ond, the data analysis siWlifieamly undcrrepresenlS the amount of fund,
returnc<;l to petitioners and claimants. The Dcpartment"s concerns about these two daUt"related
issues are furthe, discussed below_
This response is desil:fll."d to assist the OIG in including more complete. accurate. and
rcprcsenUtti\'e infonnation in its review and n.>{;Ommendations. We emphasi:t,C that the
Department is finnly commined to the OIG's goal of conducting an independent and fai,
inve"igation of the Deparlmcnt"s asset forfeiture JX->1icies and practices. The lkpartment
remains committed to assisting the 010 in anal)"Ling and understanding the most accurate and
current data avai lable to support its independent wndusions and re<:ommendations_
I.

THE ASSET FORFt;1T UR}: I'ROGRAM - OVt:RSIGIIT ANOI)UF:

PROCr-SS
Given the Fonnal Droft's exterui\"e disc ussion of-and concerns about-administrative
forfeiture. it is important to note at the out""'t that federal courts have consistently held that
admin.i.<tr..tivc forfeiture complies with due process and is permitl<:d under fcdcral law_ Srf. e.g. ,
United Swres v. Robinmn, 434 f.3d 357, 362 (5'" Cir. 2005). Administrative forf~iture is a
useful tool because it allows the govcrnment to avoid hurdening the courts in ord~.,- to forfeit
uncontested ""sct scizures. In man y cases. administrative forfeiture allows the Department 10
return the proce<:ds of crime 10 victims faster than would be possible in criminal or civil judicial
forfeitUfe pn;><eedings. Following seizure, the government i.• required to send direct written
notice of the administrativc ru,fciture procttding to every person who appears to have an interest
in the scized property and whose identity is known to the govemmenl. To c:nsurc notice to
interest...-I I"""'on< ",ho.«" i.-l~nti ti .. ~ ~'" not khClwn to the Eovernment. the government publishes
notice of the administrative forfeiture procttding on a dedicated website. """",·.forfeiture.go,",. If
anyone files a claim with the sci'ling agency contesting the administrative forfeiture. the agency
refcrs the case to a United States Attorney's Office, ,/.-hich then decides whether to proceed with
a judicial forfeiture action or 10 return the property_ If no claim is filed, the administrativc
forfeiture still is not finalized until it ha. been reviewed for legal sufficiency by agellcy counscl.
Additionally, the procedure to file 8 claim is simple. as it only requires that an individual identify
the propeny. state an interest in the property, and swear to the accuracy of their claim under
penalty ofpcrjury. A uniform claim form is available to aid individuals ",ishing to file a claim to
sci'led property .
h is also important to nnte that criminal and civil forfeiture are not mutually exclusi'·e. In
some instances. the Department's investigative agencie_in conjunction with a U _So Attorney's
O fficc----",-ill run parnllcl criminal and civil forfeiture cases_ Parallel proceedings help erISlITe
assets can be civilly forfeited if the defendant flees or dies before a defendant is criminally
convicted and a criminal forfeiture order is issued.
Significantly. the Fonnal Draft appears to ""'WllC that, because: administrative forfeitures
do not require the involvement of a judicial officer, they are conductl"d ""thout adequate
oversight by the Department. This misunderstands the proced ural protections already in place .
As noted alxJYc, all administrative forfe itures are first reviewed by agency counsel. II-Io,eovcr,
many cases that end as admi ni strative forfeitures did not begin that way: forcx~mplc.
approximately 70 percent of the Ffll's administrative forfeiture cases in I'Y 201 5 began with

3
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Response 10 ~ OIG's February 2017 Fonnal o...ft " R('\Iie"' ofthe
Department's (h·cr.;ight ofCa$h Sri:tu", -.d I'orf"imn: Acti'iitics~
~ilber II search wamml or a 5I:iz~ w,manl iJ5l1Cd by a court. requiring the involvcment of a U.S.
AUomey's Office. An federal administnltivo; forfeitures, even wru,n tlK: sei~ure of the prolX"1Y is
not contested - the only cin:umsrllrlCc that docs not include judicial involvement - musl ~tin
compo" with all due proccss n:quirclllenu., as wei I as the rcquiremenu -'<:1 by ~M Utc, rcgul~tion,
and Ocpanment policy_

Moreover, tlK: gnwmmco\ must have at least probable cawse linkinglUl assct dil\:.::lly to
crimil\lll activity before it can be sci~.cd. Often, probable cause is found by a judge JlIlI"SUallIIO a
.worn application for a ~izure warrallt: otherwise, probable cause is fooTld by a law enforcement
OfTlCCf pursuanl 10 l1li el:ceplion 10 the WIlIT'.Int requiTtlDt'nL In either instance. howe\'t'J. the law
requires lhal thcre be probablccause linking tlK: ~ldi=tly 10 criminal activity. 111<: probable
caLI$C rcquiremem is a 00«: tenet of our legal system. II is !be same stllOdard applicable 10
placing an indh'idual under!llTnl. The forfeitllfll process. civil or otherwise:. dues not allow for
the scizure of property in the abscn« of probable cause. hw:lero. e'"Cn when probable cause is
I'T"C1IftlL ])cpanmcnt policy impOSeS threshold requirements for cash Sl:iZUres. Speeifklll1y, tlK:
minimum amount of cash tMt can be se:i7.cd is $5.000. unless the person from whom the cash
WIIS scilcd either was., or i~. being t rim inully I'rosecuted by Slate or fweml authorities for
criminal activili~s related 10 the pmp<:rty. in which case tlte amount mUSt be at I~asc S I .000_

II.

OBJECTIO NS TO 'l"In: FO RM AL ORAFT 'S IMT,\ ANAI,.YS IS

The dalll analysi~ used in the Fomlal Dmfl: is flll1damcnl811y Hawed in two sil:flificant
ways: ( I) the sample of I 00 DEA assets usro in the Formal Draft docs 110\ suppan the
conclU'liorL'l drown by the Formal !)nfl. and (2) the sample significantly WJdCrTeports!he rctum
ofsdttd lISSCts 10 c1a;l\lIInl8 and p<:tilionen.
A..

Thc .'orEa l On ft . ' OC_R1I on a Small O Uldatni Sample ur 100 UEA
Seil.Urft T haI Do Nul Suppo r1 lbe Furm~ ll)",rt '. Co nclusio no

Wc ~~ lIS an inilial malla that the formal Draft is emitlcd a "R~view of,lIe
o.:parlment'.• Oversighl of Cash Sei7.o.tn.: and forfeilure Activities." while il actually focu9I:s ils
anKI)~is on a "ery limited ilSpect of the Department'. asset forfeilure activiti~, sp«ificaUy, a 51:1
of 100 DEA cash seizures that occum:d in 2012. It is important. in lhe [)cpartmcnt"$ "iew, to
carefull y disti nguish thi. Ullrcl'rCJCntnlivc sct of selecled samples from u revicw of lhe PWi:I"lUll
as UWhole. r>IOJcovcr. as the FOII!!nl Dmft itsdf concedes, the 100 cases Sdccled Wl"T<: Il2l a
random $;Inlple. Tho:: decision to fortlto building a stali~licaJJy represenllllive sel of cases
fundamenllll1y uoderminC5lhe 010', nnd the [)cpartmcnt's ability to c:xtlllpolate findings and
make illfonned jucismcnts about the USC of asset forf~irun:.
lbe Formal Draft rorw;lu&,:d OI l Ihe basis Qr illl I (l().asset sample thaI I) thc majority of
the $>Impled..,izurcs did not ad,'llrIDI: or .-clnto; to criminal im-emigations, and 2) the: se:lzum; may
pose risks to ci,~1 liber1ics. 1I0wC'\lt:f, II clO!lC analysis of those 100 assets re\,Nls chat the dala
does not support these IWO conclusioos. In ract. tbe data shu",, , f'lttise:ly the opposite: the
majori ty of these M5CIS were, in facl, conncctc:d with h.-oadc-r criminal in\"atigations and "'ere
not !be sons ofseizu= that pose risks to ciyil libel1ics. f urthermore, then:: remnins a questioo
as 10 \I hethcr oT 001 !be cxist~nct of an OnHoinl! criminal matter in the context of an asset
4
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Response to the OIO's February 2017 f ormal Draft "Revi~w of the
Department's Oversight of Cash Seizure and Forfeiture Activities"
forfeiture proceeding is as ",levant to the presence of civillibcrties concerns as the Fonnal Draft
appears to reflect .
The Fonnal Draft concludes that in over halfofthe sampled cases, there was no
discemable cOImection b.:tW\.,<:n th e seizure and the advancement of law enforcement efforts . A
close analysis of the Consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS) data------and sJll'cifically the
various Hags associatw with each ass~-----;,;how'l there were connections between Ihe seizures and
law cnforeem~nt effons in 81 ofth~ 100 seizures . Eighteen of the 100 samplw asset:> show that a
United States Altomey's Officc was involved in the seizure and forfeiture via a parallel criminal
actiun or claim, which indicales, colllrary to the Formal Draft's conclusion, tMl the assel was
connected in some way with an ongoing criminal im'cstigation or civil action. An additiona l 17
assets were connccted to cases with multiple seizu res, which again indicrue~ an ongoing criminal
inve>tigmion as opposC<.l 10 a .. one....,fr interdiction wholly unrelatC<.l to an ongoing investigation.
Thirty-two additional assets WCrc flagged for a "f<JTf~ituro depcndcllI award:' "hieh may
indicate the presenec of nn informant and preex isting intelligence of a federal criminal violalion
in conne<:tion with the scizorc--ooth of which may be indicative of a connection between those
s~izurcs and a broader criminal inve~ligation. finally. 14 additional assels in the Fon nal Draft's
data set were identified by the seizing agents as being connected "'Ih serious criminal activity
such as smuggling, money laundering, and priority targeUforcign-basC<.l organizations-which
again indicates a larger criminal inve>tigaliOI]. Therefore. III of th" I 00 assets sampled by 010
were likely tiC<.l to a crimi""l investigation Or prosecution, while only 19 oftk assets could
potentially be so:izurcs that did not advance an ongoing criminal i""cstigation--ahhough even
Ihose ""izurcs may have yielded intelligence Ihat advanced other criminal investigations. This
d"ta analysis shows that the conclusions reached by Ihe Fonnal Draft are CIT01"lCOU8.
The Formal Draft also concluded that 7,} of the 100 seizures were particularly suseeptible
to civillib.:nies concerns. specilically. warrantless seizures and seizures that occurrC<.l without a
contemporaneous narcotics seizurc. However, these condusions arc inaccurate and misl~ading.
First. 20 of the 100 assets werc valued at over $100,000. Seizures of that magnitude arc vastly
more likely 10 involve ongoing significant criminal activity and Ihus al"<' extl"<'mdy unlikely to
implicate potential innoc<:nt o"ners. Indeed, a number of states and forfeiture rcform groups
have agn:cd and ha,'c introduced ass~ forfeiture legislation targeting only federal adoptive
seizures under either $50,000 or $100,000, reasoning that cash amounts aoo,'e $50,000 or
$100,000 have additional indications of criminali ty. In addition. three of the as.';<'18 included in
the samplc were derived from a single DEA case involving 50 individual assets, including cash
and firearms wonh over $4.9 million. Three other assets induded in the sample ",-ere derived
from a single DBA case involving 17 =IS, incl uding cash. a weapon, and a S2 million bank
account. 'Ibe ool1om line is duot most of the 100 assets selected for this sample contradict the
tonclusion that these cases implicate civillibenics concern, as they indicale a high probability of
criminal activity and a linked criminal inwstigation.
Thc difficulty in bui lding a sy'tem that linb seizure,; with ongoing criminal mailers is a
persis\Cnt probkm. as the Inspector GcTlt.'T31 noted throughout the Formal Draft . The Fonnal
Draft found lhal invesligative agencies do not usc Ihe aggregate data contained in CATS and
their law enforcement databases to makc clear connection, rn.1ween seizures and ongoing
investigations, and lhe lkpanment agrees. lmk.'<:d, the detailed analysis of these 100 DBA
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sei'lures by ttc Department has required the extt.1sive assistance of individuals with an c.~pert
knowledge of criminol investiglltions and the CATS S)"'tcm, a feat thaI an average age1ll or
paralegal in a fleld omce cann01 achlcve during a routine case. As explained in thc
Department'~ response to Recommendation # I or the Formal Drafi, tho Department is
undertaking a new initialive to develop a public-:aciog dala system that will help lin{ assets and
case-related i.1fomt!ltion in order to address the shortfalls of CATS_
In adclitiou, there arc fl aws io the Formal Draft's identification of two instance;; in which
officers made different decisions in su?posedly similar situations. First, tn"se t,,"O
instances appear 10 be di stinguishable from each olher. In example 2.B, when the task force
officer did not allow the individual to keep a portion oftbe seized cash, the passenger denied
ownership of the cm;h sci,,,,d except for S500 (orS525 - the amount appeared to vary). and the
passenger changed her story about the SOurce of :he S500 on al least 2 occasions. In '~xllmplc
2.A, the passenger consistently asscf"\ed thai all dthe cash "'as his, and asked for SI.OOO to
t",vel home_1'he Formal Draft reooogni"". that th.:,,' "'~'e factual differences bet,,·e<!tl the
situations. ba nonetheless concludes thai "more guidance may be needed to clarify bow to best
handle such situations." Formal Drafi, P. 24. Respectfully, tbe conclusion is no! suppof"\cd by
the example<; ciled and should he eliminated_ W .l i]e consistency is importanl, the ,"0 examples
OlG cites in the Formal Draft fail to identify a la::k of consist('J]cy suffidcnt to suppm II
nxommcndation for corrective action.

ta.>k

for~e

8. The Formal Draf! Underreports th e Ret urn of
C laintwnls And Petitioners

~'orr';ted

Asset. to

The Fonnal Draft·s analysis of remms of property to claimants and pelitionc:s
underrcprescnts the actual rote of return_ The Formal Draft found that the Depaf"\metl( had
oornini,1rativdy forfeited par! or all of the on" hundred Dr A c.,rn s~izures, collccti'cly valued at
approxtmately $6,) nu llton. For 14 01 Ihe 100 SCt/.l/TCS, an owner. victim, or lienholder liled a
claim or petition_ The Fonnal Draft therefore concludes that of the $6.5 million forfeited in Ihe
sample, the o.,partment returned just owr S26,OOO, or less than 10/0, to petitioners aJld daimants,
and thai few ~fthe pelitions and claims resulted in the Mum of seized cash. The Famal Draft
goes on to agree with a~set forfeiture critics who suggest that the claim process is undoly onerous
and unfair, "'JI"<:ially when claimants contcstlow_"alw seizures.
Th~sc concl usiOIlS are hig.hly misleadi ng_ first, claims and pelitions were ouly asscf"\cd
against 3.2%of the amount seizl-d. The Formal Droft asSUmC5that the low claim and petition
rate mcans thai uulltirness is bi,ked into the system , and the claimants are p""'cntcJ from filing
claims because ofan opaque and labyrinthine c1~ims process. That assumption, however, fails to
acknowk-dgcthat money couri~'TS rarely file claim. for funds that are not theirs. and many
d,i""", disavow 3ny ov>-'n"",hip Or knowlc-dgo ofthc "urrency during the ocizure. FtrihemlOre,
criminals ofkn will decline to file adaim in onkr 10 avoid law enforcement scrutinf of their
activities_ Hulk cash smuggling, which includes moving large amounts of currency in vehides,
is a principal international moncy laundering tec:mique. Every year, tens of millionl of dollars
in cane! proceeds are seized from the nation's highways and airports by state, local, antI fedeml
law enforcement. Th e Formal Draft fails to acknowledge Ihese realities of law cnforcement
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The Formal Draft concluded that the claim Or petition process is unfair for those
contesting low-value seizures . HO"''ever, the (Otal as~ seized in the 14 seizures for which a
claim or petiti(ln WlIS filed totaled only 5210,526, an average of j ust $15,000 per seizme, In all,
there were 20 claims Or petitions filed for those 14 assets, Nine ofth(l5C 20 claims and petitions
Wei'<' filed for amounts of$I O, 500 or less Overall, $46,012, or 22%, ofthe 14 seizures were
returned. In fact, onc of the claimants in the sample recei"ed a $20,000 petition for rCJJlission
payment after forfeiture ,,-as complete, a fuet that was entirelr overlooked in the OIG analysis.
All told, more than a quarter of the petiti(lns filed wi th respect to the assets in the formal Draft '~
sample resulted in a return of funds to the daimanl. In short, the sample demonstrates that
individuals actually do file claims Or petitions aga inst the small seizures, and that the [)cpartment
carefully considers petitions, granting those which have merit.
An owner or lienholder has multiple opportunities to challenge a forfeiture. First, a
person may file a petition for remission of an administrative forfeitu«:. That procedure allo"s a
fikr 10 challenge a seizure at an administrative le"d , II11d does nol require the filer (0 hire an
attorney or appear in front ofajudge . A person may also file a claim in conjunction with that
petition for remission. If the claim is deemed val id, the sei7.ure wi ll be referred to the United
States Anorney's Office (USAO) for review and a dc<:ision to proceed with civil Or criminal
judicial forfeiture. The USAO may decline and rctwn the asset (0 the owner, may settle with the
claimant, or may proceed with a j udicial forfeiture . During the judicial forfeiture proceed inG, the
owner "ill have an oppommity to file a claim that a federal judge will decide . Ev~'1l ifthejudgc
rules against the claimant and forfeits the asset, the claimant has an opportunit), to Ilk a petition
for remission or mitigation of the forfeiture, WIDen is ~sentiaUy a request for the Department to
"pardon" a com pleted jud ici al forfeirure, despite the j udge's decision. In short. there are
multiple remedies available to an o"ncr seeking the return of his propeny.

Beginning in 2016, Ihe D~partment has revamped its claim and petition subm ission
process to make il easier for owners to file claims: and petilions for remission. "The Department
has revised it s claim and petiti(1O forms and instructions (0 make the form s u..a.friendlr and
stl1lightforward for un.represented individuals. An online c1aim,...submission process will be
introduced soon, where individuals who ha\'e received dirttt notice, or have read about a sei7.N
asset on forfeiture.gov, may file a claim or petition if they believe they have an intereSl in the
asset. The Department believes that th~e advances will ease any filing burden for individuals
who have had their property sci7.N by the govern ment. In addition, the Department plans to
issue revised, plain·language remission rcgulatioru that make the remission process clearer to
potential claimants .
Because the sample focuses solely on DEA seizures, the Fonnal Draft ignores the
dispositions offorfcitures conducted by the rest oftbe Department. In 2012, the same fiscal year
as tbe sample, the Department returned approximately $1.49 billion in forfeited funds (0 victims,
while additional amounts were ret ..... ned (0 lienholdas or innOC(:nt owners across the forfeiture
progrnm . Fmthcnnore, of the $1.75 billion in a ... ets seized by the Department in 2012 alone,
5609 million, or one· third, ofthe funds were eventually returned to victims. The inaccul1ltc One
percent return rale repon~d in the Formal Draft thus misrepresents lhe program as a whole and
serves to undcnniru:: public con fi dence in the Department's stated goals offorfeiting assets and
returning funds (0 victims.
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lX partment's O"crsight of Casl, Seizure and Forfeiture A~tivi ties~
Despitc the Department's disagreement with the data analysis and methodology, the
Department bd ieves that the policy concerns that have b<:en rai5<.'<l ill th~ public debate and in the
fonnal Draft should not be ignored . For that reason, the Department also b<:licves it is imponant
continually to review department forfeiture pol icy and procedures to ensure thc aP1'ropriatc and
judicious usc of asset forfe iture.

III.

THE OIG'S FlN()]NGS AND REC0 1\1..M ENnA nONS

Tbe D~partmcnl appre(:iates lhalllie 010 shared in[ornlaUon witb D<:partment leadershlp
dnring the review. The Department'. views on the fou r findings and four recommendations
outlined in the Formal Draft are noted below.
KecommeMalifm #1 - De.,.,I,,!' ",aysi" C()lIeCI relemnl dora rduied I() seizure undf()/"fei/lUe
ac/iYilies sufficienl I(} identifY tmti eW'/Uflle ,,}U:iher seizures aill"(mce or are refaled to federal

inwsligali()r/S.
As stated above, it remains a question as to whether ()I not the existence of an ongoing
criminal mattcr in the context of an ,.,;set forfeiture proceeding is as rete"ant to the pr"""nce of
civil liberties concerns as the FonnaJ Draft appears to reflect. "Iltat being said, as our response to
tbe Formal Draft makes clear, the Department beli eves that a more extensive review of the
int'Jnnation in CATS provides a 1H0re accurat~ understanding of the Department's use of asset
forfeiture in connection witb ongoing criminal matters.

For wme background, the CATS database was designed to serve primarily as an asset
tracking system. Jl(}t an invcstigati,·e Or judicial cas<: managC1:llent system. CA1"S does not lin]{
din:ctly with the investigative agencies' case manag~'1nent ,yst~ ms or tbe various judicial case
management systems managed by the Adm inistrative Office for the U.S . Courts Or various other
litigation case management systems within tb.: Department. In additiou to the 1uouumental
t~chnieaJ and cost challcnges, the Depanmtttt has not a(tempted to import that investigati ve and
judici al case database information into the CATS environment for a variety of law enfort:ement,
,\Xurity. privacy, and efficiency reasons. This mah.,. CATS a poor v~bicle for generating
automated reports HooU! which individual assets, seizures, and forfeitures arc directly linked to
indiviciu"l criminal investigations or judicial cases. That said, vinually all..,sets tracked in this
systen\ have a data field with a case number issued by the scizing fedcral invest igative agency.
In addition, the other dat~ fields asooci~!ed witb both individual ass~ts and associated
investigativ~ case numbers can providc substantial indicatof'i about the nature of federal
in"cstigations in"olved
As the fonnal Draft notes, the only current m~thod to detennine if an earlier
administrativc seimre and forfeiture advanCl'<l a lmer criminal investigation is to obtain and
manually compare caSe files from both the federal seizing agency and the relcvant USAO, along
witb any a,'aiJable court database infonuat;on. In Ught (If the ><.,\:urity, privacy. aoo
te\:hnological ehallcngcs associated with linki ng '«I many dispamte databases, the Asset
Forfeiture Management Staff (AFMS) responsible for operating CATS rcceived $2. 147 million
dollars in FY 20 17 for a neW initiative to define tlK project scope for development of a DeW
public-facing data system that will help Iink assets and ca<;e-related information This initial
pha"" will bring togcth<"r litigation. law enforcement, court system, and information tcchnology
8
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experts (rom Ihe stakeholder communilies 10 deline requiremenls for linking exisling dala
sources and for developing and inte!;J1lling those wilh any new<'d. yet currently non,e~iSI<:nt data
sources.
Recommendation #2 - Review seiztlre practices 10 determine whether more iipecific (i<Jlicy
gllid(mce ami/or troining is "~,,,ded 10 ~nsure consislern:y in seizure operotions
As noted above. the finding 011 which this «commendation is based is not well supponed.
FlInhennore. thc specificit), that a policy would need 10 includc to ensure the same [",ull in the
IWO e~amples cited in the Fonnal Draft is likely not realistic, espedal1y since the two cxamples
COlllain factual differenccs. 'l"hm being said. the Department agrec~ that simi lar mailers shQuld t,.,
handled coru;i,tently in Ihe bru"d~r sense, and the tmining th:Jlthe Department agrees to conduct
pursuant to recommendatioo 3 w i tJ scct< to achieve that result,
Rccummendulion #3 - Ensure that $/ale (md loca/laskfarc", officers rccdw Irai"j"K On
jedcr(11 ailWI seizure ond forfeil/,re /all's ond comp{)twm seizure {Jolicie.5 bejQre /hey conduc/ or
ponicipate infederal seiZllTe.<.

l ltc Department concurs in this r~=mmcndati()n. However, it should be noted that the
Formal Draft did not indudc detailed infmmation on lite Depm1menl's nisling trnining
pro)ll'llJIIS, wltich we provide here, as well as proposed enhanCC11l~"11ts.
The Departmenl pro'~des robust training in assel forfeiture law, practice, and policy.
Specifically, the M(lney Launde ring and Asset Recovery Section (M LARS, formerly AFMLS)
delivers numerous irulructor,led tmining courses for Assisl."Ult United States Attome~. support
staff, and f~'dcral, statc. and local law enforeement TIlese courses include tltc Financial
Investigation Seminar, Introduction to Asset Forfeilllre, Introduction to Money Laundering,
Advanced Money Laundering, Suspicious Activity Repon (SAR) Review Team Seminar. Legal
Issues fur Advanc~'d Asset Fu[fei!ure Suppon Staff Seminar, and the Asset Forfeilure Chiefs and
Coordinators Skills Seminar. Since FY 2012, MlARS has instructed (>ver 4,700 participants,
including th~e wlto have att"o,dcd the 33 Financial Investigation Scminars and the 21 courses al
Ihe National Advocacy Cemer during that time.
MLARS a lso has an exlensive intranct page available to Program participants. which
inc ludes a library of resource, On assel forfeilure, ,uch as Ihe Asset Forfeil,,'£ I'o/icy Manual,
the monthly Quid Release case law updale pnblicalion, and ca'ie outlines. "The sile receives
approximately 12.500 hit, per month.
Additianally, MLARS provides outreach and tmining to stllte and loc81 law enforcemcnt
agencies panicipating in the Equilable Sharing Program. Ibis outreach iucludes training on
l).:partmcnl law, practice, and policy. The Section conducts approximalely 10,12 equilllble
sharing Irainings per year, with an average of500-6oo panicipants per year,
In order to address the recommendations prop<:>SCd by the OIG Report, MLARS is
considering establishillg specific tr.;.inillg T(-,quirements for state and local law enforcemenl
officers who participate as task force officers wilh federullaw enforcement. Specifically. all ta,k
force ofiiccrs (TFOs) could be required 10 cCI'lify lhnllhcy complclW IWo lyptS of training
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before panicipating in or conducting redel'lll Kizures: (I) a module on fcdcnll IIS!C1 forfeiture law
and proce<lUI"C$, and (2) a module QI1 componcn... pn:ifie policies rcglU'ding II5Sd furfeiture,
Once both trainings are cumplel~, the TFOs " ill c..'TIify their completion to the federal law
enfon:l~nen t agency, Ageneic.; would be required 10 provide an annual certification indicating
thaI 1111 TFOs ~C(:i ved the re<Juired training before partic ipating in or conductinil fcdc."l seizures ,

If the Departmtnt elects to il1Slitutc this additional training. MLA RS would onTliCt the
design and impkml"!ltatiOD of both modules, including the oomponent-sJX-..:ific modules designed
by til;: agencies. Gi,..,n the number and localion ofTFOs, and to ensure that TFOs eM bo:gin
wooing on federal cases in a limel y manner. the Stttion recommends thatlhesc: modules be
desil!,lltd as e-1camingldistance k'.tming module5lO ensure broad, timety ocecss.. A trainilli
~ also would be okwlo~ 10 assist "ith remediation and reinfOl'CC1llent,
Recommendation U ~ A(Ot.i'(JT 1m impocl oIl"" Allomey(ftnerol 's}OIJ OrJertliminuling
nk>$ll)~~ olletkral adoptions of$IOtt urulllXUl ~ei:zuns, und setk 10 miligule (UIy ....glJl"'"
eifecl~ (;II law e".fim:enwnt COOfH!ratlol1.

'The Dcpartmml is conduclinil a reviewoflhe Anomey Genoml'! 2015 Order 10
determine all pote!l!ial negative clTe<.:ts on law rnforccmcnt ~ fedcral, stal e ~lld local. One key
underpinning of that review is that Ihe Dcpan ment ~ontinue~ 10 rdy Oil critical cooperation with
ils stale and local law enfurcement p:lrtncrs. II is imperative IMI those pllrlncrships remain
~t mng.

The Department is exploring inno\'a{i'·e methodologies for dctennininll equitable sharing
payments that would allow fur pa)'mel'ts that recognize more fon nsofcoopen!lion. nOl j ust lhe:
forfeiture of specifIC ~. Thi s could include, for example, recogni~ng IlIw enfQf'l;CJl\Cflt
efforts that contributed 10 eases that result in victim compensalion. rather than procecd;i relllino:d
in Ihc: Ail;e1S Forfeilure Fund. 'The I),:pantnent will rontinuc: 10 e.~plon: these possibilities and
evaluate whether changes to statutOI')' authorilies would be re<Juired to implement Ihc:m. In the
meantimt, the Department will provide addilional training \0 the individuals that der:ide
equilllble sharing pm:tnlllga> in order 10 C'!I5U~ that equitable sllarilll! decisions Ill'll fair and
proponionallo the pan;e;pal;1ll! .g.-nciC$' OO!Itributions_
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APPENDIX 5
OIG ANALYSIS OF THE CRIMINAL DIVISION’S RESPONSE
The OIG provided a draft of this report to the Criminal Division for its
comment. The Criminal Division’s response is in Appendix 4 of this report. We
discuss the OIG analysis of the Criminal Division’s response and the actions
necessary to close the recommendations below.
The Criminal Division’s General Comments and the OIG’s Reply
At the outset of the response, the Criminal Division asserts that, because the
OIG gave our report a broad title but included a detailed analysis of a sample of
100 Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) cash seizures, there is a fundamental
disconnect between the report’s title and its content. We note that the first, third,
and fourth finding areas of this report do not directly discuss the sample of DEA
cases. The first and third finding areas identify Department-wide issues, the
Department’s inability to determine how often seizures and forfeitures advance or
relate to criminal investigations, and the lack of a requirement to provide training to
state and local task force officers prior to conducting federal seizures. The fourth
finding area relates to the need to monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s
2015 Order that eliminated most types of federal adoptions of state and local
seizures and to mitigate any negative effects on law enforcement cooperation. We
therefore continue to believe that the report’s title appropriately reflects the review
that we conducted of the Department’s oversight of its cash seizure and forfeiture
activities.
The Criminal Division next complains that the 100 DEA cash seizures we
sampled were not appropriately representative and that the conclusions we reached
based on this sampling are unsupported by the data. We disagree. As we state in
our report, we selected our sample from a subset of the universe of DEA’s cash
seizure activity precisely because they presented certain risk characteristics that we
judgmentally identified. Our use of this sample to help assess the Department’s
cash seizure activities was entirely appropriate because it aligns with the OIG’s
standard and accepted practice of identifying and then evaluating areas of
Department operations that present higher levels of risk. By focusing our analysis
on DEA cash seizures, specifically those that were conducted without a warrant and
without the presence of illicit narcotics, we appropriately identified and analyzed
one of the Department’s most significant areas of risk in its cash seizure activity.
Our decision to focus on this area also was informed by public and congressional
concerns about the Department’s use of cash seizure and administrative forfeiture,
as well as our analysis of Consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS) data, which
indicates that the DEA is responsible for the vast majority of the number and value
of the Department’s cash seizures, most of which result in administrative forfeiture.
Moreover, we reached our conclusions based on data that we collected and
evaluated in the manner that multiple Department officials told us was most
appropriate for determining whether a seizure had advanced or related to a criminal
investigation — reviewing case-specific narrative information about each seizure.
Specifically, we collected DEA-developed probable cause narratives that detailed the
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conditions surrounding each seizure and supplemented these narratives with
discussions with DEA officials about seizures for which the narrative did not provide
sufficient information that would allow us to determine whether the seizure
advanced or related to an investigation.
By contrast, the Criminal Division used its own methods, which are based on
assumptions and speculation, to reach its own conclusions regarding the connection
of these 100 cases to criminal investigations and prosecutions. The result is a
series of assertions by the Criminal Division in its response about how the cases
connect to a criminal investigation, but it uses words such as “may” or “indicates”
or “likely” to condition the claims; for example, one sentence contends that the
presence of certain information “may be indicative of a connection between these
seizures and a broader criminal investigation.” We believe that the Criminal
Division identified a different number of seizures as possibly connecting to a
criminal investigation because it based its analysis solely on a review of nonnarrative CATS data fields using four assumptions that are not entirely warranted
for the purposes of this analysis:
If a payment was made to a confidential source, as may be
evidenced by a “forfeiture dependent award,” there was preexisting
intelligence of a federal criminal violation. Our review of sampled
seizures revealed numerous ways the DEA uses confidential sources,
including as providers of routine tips based on standard profiles rather than
as suppliers of information about a specific drug crime. This former method
is described in our Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s
Management and Oversight of Its Confidential Source Program. In that
report, we found that DEA interdiction units relied heavily on confidential
sources who were employees in the travel and parcel industries and had
access to passenger information or private facilities. This report further
details that some agents requested that sources provide them with
suspicious travel itineraries that met criteria defined by the agents and, in
some cases, requested entire passenger manifests almost daily. Similarly,
some parcel employees were told to provide information related to
suspicious parcels and, at times, followed DEA instructions to directly
transfer customer packages to the DEA.63 We believe that this type of
information is fundamentally different than the type of information provided
by a confidential source who offers substantive information about a specific
drug crime, and we therefore do not consider seizures initiated with this
type of information to indicate a relationship to an investigation absent
other connections.

1.

63

DOJ OIG, Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Management and Oversight of Its
Confidential Source Program, Audit Report 16-33 (September 2016). Some of the sources the OIG
reviewed had received significant payments for their assistance, including an airline employee who
received more than $600,000 in less than 4 years and a parcel employee who received more than
$1 million over 5 years.
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2.

A seizure with a data field that indicates smuggling activity likely
advanced or related to a criminal investigation. The Criminal Division
used a data field that, according to DEA officials, its agents do not use
consistently. Our in-depth review found that many of the seizures with the
“smuggling” indicator did not advance or relate to an investigation and
were generally transportation or parcel interdiction seizures.

3.

If multiple seizures share a common case number, the seizures
likely advanced or were related to an ongoing criminal
investigation. Our review of narrative seizure information and DEA
responses reveals that during a transportation interdiction operation,
agents and task force officers may seize multiple assets from one or more
individuals using the same case number. As we discuss in footnote 44 of
the report, multiple seizures with the same case number can sometimes
indicate connection to an ongoing investigation. However, our review
indicates that not all of the sampled seizures that accompanied other
seizures and have the same case number actually advanced or related to
an investigation.

4.

If a U.S. Attorney’s Office becomes involved in a seizure, the
seizure likely advances or relates to a criminal investigation. While
this generally may be true when there is a parallel criminal or civil
forfeiture related to an administrative forfeiture, we observed that U.S.
Attorney’s Office involvement does not necessarily indicate connection to a
broader criminal investigation where the involvement is solely for the
purpose of resolving a claim initiated by a property owner.

In sum, we stand by the soundness of our methodology and conclusions and
believe that the need for the Department to keep better data is demonstrated by
the fact that the Criminal Division had to engage in assumptions and speculation in
an effort to respond to our findings. Moreover, even the Department’s own
speculative calculations recognize that almost 20 percent of the universe of cases
that we examined has no identifiable connection to criminal investigations.
The Criminal Division also asserts that the current OIG report does not fairly
describe the amount of forfeiture proceeds that are returned to victims of crime.
This claim is not accurate. On page 1 of the report, we explain that the
Department states that it has returned more than $4 billion in forfeited funds to
crime victims since FY 2000 and that it anticipates returning an additional $4 billion
during the ongoing Madoff victim compensation process. The seizures underlying
these victim returns largely result in civil or criminal forfeiture and are generally
related to fraud investigations conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
This type of investigative activity is considerably different from the investigative
activity that results in DEA cash seizures. Although we do not have data that
specifically shows the amount of forfeiture proceeds that the DEA specifically
returned to victims as a result of its cash seizures, Asset Forfeiture Management
Section (AFMS) data indicates that between FY 2000 and FY 2016, the DEA
returned approximately $14 million in forfeiture proceeds to victims of crime,
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regardless of asset type. Additionally, the Criminal Division implies that we are
projecting the return rate from the seizures in our sample to the total amount of
returns for all of the Department’s seizure activity. However, throughout the report
we provide summary data about asset seizure activity and, specifically in Table 5 of
the report, we present the value of returns from all DEA cash seizures. Further, the
Criminal Division incorrectly claims that we misreported the total amount returned
from our sample of DEA cash seizures as $26,000, when, in fact, on page 30 of the
report we reported this figure as $46,000.
Additionally, the Criminal Division believes that the OIG has overstated the
risks associated with administrative forfeiture by not fully describing the various
opportunities for judicial involvement in the administrative forfeiture process. We
did not intend for this review to portray every Department seizure that results in
administrative forfeiture as a warrantless interdiction-style seizure; however, the
Department is unable to systematically differentiate these types of higher risk
seizures that do not advance or relate to investigations from those less risky
seizures that include judicial involvement and do advance or relate to
investigations. Until the Department can better draw these distinctions, and
identify areas of increased risk, it cannot effectively and efficiently oversee its asset
seizure and forfeiture activity.
Finally, the Criminal Division suggests that we do not fully appreciate the
importance of law enforcement’s use of asset seizure and forfeiture authorities in
effectively addressing our nation’s crime and illegal drug problems. While we have
long recognized that a well-run asset forfeiture program can be an important law
enforcement tool, we believe that the Criminal Division’s comments on our report
indicate that it has missed a key point: regardless of the importance of the tool, it
must be used appropriately, with effective oversight, and in a way that does not
place undue risks on civil liberties. We further believe that the Department has an
increased responsibility to protect civil liberties when its investigative components
use a tool that permits seizure and forfeiture of property without judicial
involvement or apparent connection to investigative activity, and then uses the
proceeds of that property as a funding mechanism for law enforcement operations.
Having considered the Criminal Division’s general comments, below we
discuss the actions necessary to close the recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Develop ways to collect relevant data related to
seizure and forfeiture activities sufficient to identify and evaluate whether seizures
advance or are related to federal investigations.
Status: Unresolved.
Criminal Division Response: The Criminal Division indicated that the OIG
may have overstated the relevance of the existence of an ongoing criminal
investigation to civil liberties concerns in the context of an asset forfeiture
proceeding. Further, the Criminal Division stated that the Department believes that
a more extensive review of the information in CATS provides a more accurate
understanding of the Department’s use of asset forfeiture in connection with
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ongoing criminal matters. However, because of technical, cost, security, privacy,
and efficiency reasons, the Department has not attempted to import investigative
and judicial case database information into CATS. This, and other related
information, is necessary to determine whether an earlier administrative seizure
and forfeiture advanced a later criminal investigation.
The Criminal Division also stated that in light of the security, privacy, and
technological challenges associated with linking so many disparate databases, the
AFMS, which is responsible for operating CATS, received $2.147 million in FY 2017
for a new public-facing data system that will help link assets and case-related
information. The initial phase of this project will bring together litigation, law
enforcement, court system, and information technology experts from the
stakeholder community to define requirements for linking existing and new data
sources.
OIG Analysis: We believe that instances in which a seizure does not
advance or relate to an ongoing criminal investigation can raise civil liberties
concerns because such instances raise the question of whether law enforcement is
seizing property for a purpose other than deterring and punishing criminal behavior.
This has been an ongoing concern of Members of Congress as well as civil liberties
organizations that advocate for asset forfeiture reform. We identify this as one of
many risk factors the Department should consider in its efforts to effectively
oversee asset seizure operations. The Criminal Division stated that it agrees that
effective oversight may help assure the public that component agencies continue to
use seizure authority appropriately. The Criminal Division also agrees with the
OIG’s basic premise that the Department must ensure that asset seizure and
forfeiture authorities are used appropriately.
The data initiative that the Criminal Division discussed in its response is a
promising step toward greater transparency in the Department’s seizure and
forfeiture program, and one that can play an important role in the healthy debate
about asset forfeiture that the Criminal Division supports. However, based on the
information provided in the Criminal Division’s response, this initiative does not
address the need that we identified in our report for the Department to have data
that allows it and its investigative components to fully evaluate and oversee their
seizure and forfeiture activities. While we understand that assessing the
relationship between asset seizure and criminal investigations can be complex, the
Department will have difficulty fully overseeing its asset seizure and forfeiture
operations if it does not collect and evaluate the relevant information, such as the
circumstances under which a seizure occurred; the relationship between the seizure
and other criminal activity; the benefits of seizure activities for law enforcement
efforts; and any claims, petitions, and returns of assets resulting from a seizure.
It is unclear whether the Criminal Division concurs with this recommendation.
Please provide a statement of concurrence or non-concurrence on or before
June 30, 2017. If the Criminal Division concurs with this recommendation, on or
before June 30, 2017, please also provide information on the steps the Department
plans to take to develop ways to collect relevant data related to seizure and
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forfeiture activities sufficient to identify and evaluate whether seizures advance or
are related to federal investigations.
Recommendation 2: Review seizure practices to determine whether morespecific policy guidance and/or training is needed to ensure consistency in seizure
operations.
Status: Unresolved.
Criminal Division Response: The Criminal Division expressed general
agreement that similar matters should be handled consistently and stated that the
training that the Department agrees to conduct to respond to Recommendation 3
will seek to achieve this result. The Criminal Division also asserted that the finding
on which this recommendation is based is not well supported. Further, the Criminal
Division asserted that developing a policy specific enough to ensure consistent
outcomes in the two instances that the OIG provided is not realistic.
OIG Analysis: Handling similar matters consistently in seizure operations is
necessary to avoid the risk of creating the appearance that decisions in these
sensitive operations are arbitrary. Such an appearance can undermine public trust
in law enforcement and its use of this important tool. Although both the OIG and
the Criminal Division note that there are factual differences in the two seizures we
compare, we believe that these seizures illustrate how operational differences about
a sensitive topic — whether cash in a subject’s possession will be seized — can
appear arbitrary. Therefore, this example is useful for showing the type of
differences that can create the perception that law enforcement does not follow
established protocols for asset seizure activity, which can in turn erode the public’s
trust. Using the comparison of these instances as an example, our
recommendation asks the Department to review its seizure practices to identify any
such inconsistencies and then determine the best way to minimize them. We do
not identify a specific list of inconsistencies to address or say how the Department
should address them.
It is unclear whether the Criminal Division concurs with this recommendation.
Please provide a statement of concurrence or non-concurrence on or before
June 30, 2017. If the Criminal Division concurs with this recommendation, on or
before June 30, 2017, please also provide steps the Department plans to take to
determine whether, and in what areas, more-specific policy guidance or training is
needed to ensure consistency in seizure operations.
Recommendation 3: Ensure that state and local task force officers receive
training on federal asset seizure and forfeiture laws and component seizure policies
before they conduct or participate in federal seizures.
Status: Resolved.
Criminal Division Response: The Criminal Division indicated that it
concurred with this recommendation, and stated that the Money Laundering and
Asset Recovery Section (MLARS) is considering specific training requirements for
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state and local law enforcement officers who participate as task force officers with
federal law enforcement. The training would require them to certify that they have
completed two types of training before participating in or conducting federal
seizures: (1) a module on federal asset forfeiture law and procedures and (2) a
module on component-specific policies regarding asset forfeiture. Once both
trainings are completed, the task force officers would certify their completion to the
responsible federal law enforcement agency and each agency would be required to
provide an annual certification indicating that all task force officers received the
required training before participating in or conducting federal seizures. The
Criminal Division stated that the MLARS would oversee the design and
implementation of both modules, which could be designed as e-learning/distance
learning to ensure broad and timely access. In addition, a training resource would
be developed to assist with remediation and reinforcement.
OIG Analysis: The Criminal Division’s planned actions are responsive to our
recommendation. On or before June 30, 2017, please indicate whether the training
under consideration is approved and provide curricula and implementation plans for
the specific training courses that the MLARS develops for state and local law
enforcement officers who participate as task force officers with federal law
enforcement.
Recommendation 4: Monitor the effects of the Attorney General’s 2015
Order that eliminated most types of federal adoptions of state and local seizures,
and seek to mitigate any negative effects on law enforcement cooperation.
Status: Unresolved.
Criminal Division Response: The Criminal Division stated that the
Department is conducting a review of Attorney General Holder’s 2015 Order to
determine all potential negative effects on federal, state, and local law
enforcement. The Criminal Division noted that it is imperative that the
Department’s relationships with state and local law enforcement partners remain
strong. The Criminal Division also noted that the Department is exploring
“innovative” methodologies for determining equitable sharing payments that would
allow for payments that recognize more forms of cooperation beyond the forfeiture
of specific assets. As the Department continues to explore these possibilities and
evaluate whether changes to statutory authorities would be required to implement
them, the Criminal Division stated that the Department will also provide additional
training to the individuals who decide equitable sharing percentages to ensure that
equitable sharing decisions are fair and proportional to the participating agencies’
contributions.
OIG Analysis: It is unclear whether the Criminal Division concurs with this
recommendation. Please provide a statement of concurrence or non-concurrence
on or before June 30, 2017. If the Criminal Division concurs with this
recommendation, on or before June 30, 2017, please also provide documentation of
the steps the Department plans to take to monitor the impact of the Attorney
General’s 2015 Order and to mitigate any negative effects it may have on law
enforcement collaboration. These steps may include, but are not necessarily
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limited to, possible new methodologies for determining equitable sharing payments.
Also provide the curricula and implementation plan for training the individuals who
decide equitable sharing payments.
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